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Redevelopment brings benefits, officials say
By Adolfo Torres
Daily staff writer

There has been an increase
new jobs, tax revenues and set-%
ices in the San Jose Downtown
area. but students at SJSU do not
think they have benefited front
them.
The new changes have made
San Jose a better place to be,
according to the 19)19 Redevelopment Report by the San Jose Redevelopment Agency.
Students at SJSU do not think
they have benefited from changes
and services the new Downtown
offers. The buildings, offices and
the Pavilion have not made an impact on the students, said Luz Rodriguez. a junior in psychology.
Students at SJSU were promised
to have convenient stores to shop
and a variety of entertainment, Rodriguez said. She agrees that the

Students disagree, avoid ’overpriced’ Pavilion shops
Pavilion is close to the university
hut the prices at the stores are over
students’ budgets.
Pete Carrillo, a candidate for
city council district 3, said that the
Pavilion is a good example of
where the average student cannot
go and shop.
"1 know that there is not the
compatability with what we are
trying to build in downtown and
SJS students," Carrillo said during
an interview.
Simon Bradleigh. a graduate
student in library science, said that
the merchandise at the Pavilion is
not what students need and that it

could be cheaper at other stores.
"The (Pavilion) is partially expensive." Bradleigh said.
Christine Pasinos, a junior in
flolitical science, agrees.
"It , really overpriced. You can
just drive 15 minutes and get better
stuff at Valley Fair."
Paxinos and Marci Pedrazzi,
also a political science major, see
the Pavilion as a total disadvantage
to students. "It’s visually nice, but
the prices make you not want to
come back," they said.
Carrillo said that the high prices
have been one of the major problems in attracting customers from

the surrounding community. The
retail outlets and the eateries in the
area are far beyond the budget not
only of the students, but of the
people that live in the outlying
areas, he said.
Carmelita Guitierrez. a senior in
social science, said. "I can’t see
myself paying $4 for a sandwich.
"The buildings look good and
the Convention Center is real nice,
but the city could have used the
money wiselY she added.
Carrillo does not think that there
has been anything done to attract
students to the shops. "We have to
rethink what we want at the Pavil-

ion and this is a good time to do
it," he said.
There was a $5 million increase
in revenues to the General Fund
from activities in the Downtown
area. The Agency also contibuted
$12 million in 191(9 to help house
the homeless and low-income people, according to the report.
Guitierrez believes that the percentage used for housing was not
enough, she said. There are people
who could use the assistance and
are not getting it. because the
money is spent on buildings, she
said.
The City of San Jose has plans

Boycott of
styrofoam
urged on
campus

’Yeah! I made it! I made it!’

Eggs land
over easy
By Mike de Give
Daily staff writer

About four dozen sets of eyes were
squinting, looking up at the roof of the
Engineering Building on Friday and
waiting for the next package to drop.
This one was a teddy bear stuffed in
a coffee can. After it hit the ground, the
teacher walked up and pulled a plastic
baggie filled with yellow, gooey fluid out
of the animal’s innards that resembled
some vital organ of the teddy bear’s anatomy.
This was all done in the name of science.
The egg drop contest was a lesson in
packaging and group learning for 309
ethnic junior high and high school students in the Math. Engineering and Science Achievement program (MESA).
"It teaches them leadership. It teaches them how to learn in groups." said
Karin Cook, director of MESA at SJSU.
"That’s something they’re going to need
throughout their lives."
MESA is a nationwide organization
which aims to encourage ethnic students
to enter fields involving math, science
and engineering. Cook said.
Besides the egg drop, students competed in building popsicle stick bridges,
making balsa wood oil derricks and
launching rockets at the track field.
"They apply a lot more math to the
projects than they even begin to understand."
A Quaker Oats box, with a two inch
cardboard disk circling its center, seemed
to apply some hidden braking mechanism
in fits and starts during its descent before
bouncing at least two feet after touchdown.
"It’s the air device," said Steve
Huizar. a junior at Yerba Buena High
School. indicating the disk which he had
cut oblong holes into and covered with a
plastic Lucky’s bag. The popcorn and
newspaper he had stuffed into the box
helped too, he said.
Birth of Iiiiizars eggs survived the

By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

Marcia Lepler Daily

Staff Photographer

Sylvandale Junior High students watch as eggs are dropped from the root Iif the futir-stoo Engineering Building
four-story fall.
"Yeah! I made it! I made it!" he
shouted and ran over to where the judges
were scrutinizing his design.
As eighth-grader Alex Meza looked
on as package after package plummeted
to the ground, his thoughts may have
been elsewhere, specifically on the
Math-lete to be held later that afternoon.
Last year he came in third place.
"1 like math a lot," said Meza. who
also entered the paper airplane contest
with a special fan-fold wing design. This
should give the craft more hang time, he
said.
Maybe the egg -bearing straw pyramid floating toward earth on its parachute was the reason for Director
Cook’s smile, or maybe it was a feeling
she had that MESA was accomplishing
its goals. Whatever it was, the grin broke
out just around the time Mcza announced
without hesitation his choice of career:
civil engineering.

Sylvandale sixth grader Yamese Parker, left, shows one of the two unbroken eggs to PG & E employee Pat Velarde and Helen Low from
Yerha Buena Ifigh School.

Video contract stretches instructor
By Barbara Langley
Daily ate write(
To his students at SJSU he’s just
Len. To the video world he’s fitness guru Len Kravitz, who has
just signed a one-year contract
with PPI/Parade Video.
The 37-year-old SJSU human
performance instructor who likes
to be on a first-name basis with his
students has been talking with Parade for months, he said. "There’s
so many things involved in signing
a contract."
His exclusive contract includes
the distribution of his first video,
"Anybody’s Guide To Total Fitness."
He wouldn’t reveal any figures.
other than his 12 percent cut of
video sales. But his move two
months ago from San Jose to a Los
Gatos townhouse is an indicator of
his success.
Kravitz is involved in more than
just video. He also writes a bimonthly exercise-technique column in IDEA Today, a profesional
exercise magazine. He also tours
See VIDEO, back page

to provide affordable housing to
students and low income individuals in the future, according to Anna
liarshbarger. assistant to the agency’s executive director.
Some of the students indicated
that housing in the area is expensive and the rent for a single room
can be high. "You can expect to
pay $147 for a dump." said Keith
Booth. a graduate student in economics.
Pedrazzi said, "The downtown
housing is not a complement to the
Pavilion because we got low income housing, and then a really
great shopping mall."
If the Pavilion was located in
Los Gatos, it would be successful,
Pedrazzi said. But there is not an
upper class in this area, she added.
The agency spent 20 percent of
See DOWNTOWN, hack page

Professor is
found dead
By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer

Rick Romangosa Daily

Stall Photographer

I,en Kravitz takes his class through his rigorous aerobics workout

Louis Bisceglia. a history professor who taught at SJSU for the
past 20 years. was found dead Thursday morning. His body was discovered floating off the shore of Light
House Point in Santa Cruz.
Bisceglia. 53, taught English
and American history, according to
department chairman George Moore,
and had done a great deal of special
research producing 17 articles and
three hooks since 1970.
Drowning was determined to be
the cause of death by the Santa Cruz
County Coroner’s office. The Coroner’s office now suspects that the
drowning was a suicide, according to
deputy coroner Marty Eryavec.
Bisceglia’s body was discovered at 9:20 a.m. by the crew of the
fishing boat "Checkmate."
Bisceglia had recently been
working on a research project with
James Walsh. dean of the school of
See RISCEGLIA, hack page

While people were waiting in line for
their coffee and doughnuts. Colleen Ubhaus and Julie Winn were busy handing
out nickels.
Ubhaus and Winn, both former members of Student Affiliation for Environmental Respect. spent about $5 in nickels
to make people aware that for five cents,
they can get paper cups instead of Styrofoam at the Spartan Bakery and the Espresso Encounter. They were surprised
that so few people knew.
On a small scale, their efforts two
weeks ago were successful. Some people
even gave their names and phone numbers
so they could help the cause.
Winn and Ubhaus were also glad that
some people refused their money and
bought their own paper cups.
"1 don’t know if they continued to do
that," Winn said. "But on that day, they
did."
Styrofoam cups were once produced
with chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs. a possible hazard to the ozone layer.
Although a process has been found to
make Styrofoam cups without CFCs. environmental groups like SAFER still protest
their manufacture because they aren’t biodegradable. Ubhaus said.
Ubhaus came up with the idea to
issue the nickels because of an interest
group class she is currently taking. With
the help of Winn. they set out on the morning of Feb. 15 and handed coins out for
more than an hour.
She said many of the people in line
she talked to didn’t even know they had
the option of a paper cup. The Bakery will
even give a 10-cent discount for customers
who bring their own cups.
Although Winn and Ubhaus say neither of them has any affiliation with
SAFER, the campus environmental group
they both are happy with what the organization is trying to accomplish.
"I don’t think you have to be in a
group or in a class or whatever," said
Winn. who is a political science major and
a environmental studies minor.
"What’s important is that people
make it part of their daily routine (to recycle)," she said.
"They want to do things but they
don’t want to report to a club." said Larry
Kulick, an active member of SAFER.
"They still are affiliated with us and they
still keep in touch."
Ubhaus. a political science/environmental studies double major. said that
Michelle Jendreau, operations manager for
the Spartan Shops Bakery, told her and
Winn that she didn’t like the way they
were getting their message across.
"She said she would sit down with us
and try to work it out," Ubhaus said. "But
we weren’t a recognized group so she
wouldn’t deal with us."
Jendreau declined to comment on
over the phone. and couldn’t make an appointment until later in the week.
Winn said Jendreau told her that other
methods could have been used to spread
the word, like a letter to the editor, and by
handing out nickels it looked like they
were against Spartan Shops. Ubhaus said
they weren’t against Spartan Shops. and
See NICKELS, back page
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Letters to the Editor

Tabloids grab
attention

Defending the Greek system
1 ould like to respond to Shawn Martin’s narrow untitled letter in the Feb. 22 issue of the Spartan
Daily
1 v. onder if Shawn knows for a tact that ALL of
the "students" who cheated in his classs were from
fraternities and sororities, because surely it is laughable to think that only these people cheat.
I am not only a member of the "campus at
large" that you are appealing to, but I am also a member of a sorority. I would like to point out that I have
never used a test from a test file.
Last semester, I c pleted 22 semester units and
earned a 4.0 GPA. My overall GPA is 3.79. lam not
the only member of the Greek system to accompish
this I assure you.
The Greek system at SJSU is iware that school is
the first priority. We work hard in school, overall, and
sororities and fraternities complement scholastic life;
they don’t rule it.
I would like to point out to Shawn that in the
same issue of the paper that you aired your "complaint" - and probably in today’s issue too - is a classified ad offering "Exam files from professors
throughout the United States."
Luckily. this was not offered only to Greeks, or
we would never hear the end of it. huh? But I guess it
shoots down the theory that Greeks are the only cheaters on the college scene.
I am tired of people who have nothing better to
do but moan about Greeks in the Spartan Daily. Get a
life and think about what you say - you do not even
have first-hand knowledge. It is people like you who
unquestioningly (and many times wrongly) stereotype
a group and help promote prejudices.
Kimberly McDaniel
Junior
Behavioral science

Unjustified claims about Greeks
Editor.
I suppose sooner or later a member of a fraternity
would express a rebuttal to Shawn Martin’s article
concerning Greek organizations.
I believe in integrity, but I disagree that we are
labeled as "students." However, I also concur that
cheating is wrong. yet Mr. Martin fails to sec the
point.
Has he heard about the Wahlquist Library Reserve Book Room? Old test files are stored there for
students to help them study. Using Wahlquist Library’s information is the same as asking a friend,
"What was the test like? I’m talking that class next
semester."
In terms of labeling.Greek organizations, Martin’,s statement that "I don’t think any more true leaders will come out of the Greek system in the future,"
is totally fallacious.
In effect, Martin is saying, "if all Greek organizations have and use test files then all members of the
Greek organizations are deemed to be cheaters."
How unjustified! I could say that Martin is jealous because he did not have the Greek’s resources to
maximize his grade in that particular class, just as easily as he made his value judgement.
My fraternity has a consistently high GPA. The
same fraternity occassionaly uses the test files because
they are there to help the students study.
For years. the Greek system, especially fraternities, have been stereotyped as the official inane, beer
guzzling members of SJSU.
For years, the Greek system had to fight this mislabeling.
Though I have been in a fraternity for a year, I
can testify that the majority of the time, the Greek system chooses to be sober.
All I have to say is this: I charge Mr. Martin with
stereotyping the Greek system and its members as
being drunken illiterates and not being real students.
I don’t think Mr. Martin will have anything to
say about this topic in the future. I think he should
stop and think about what it means to be a real college
student.
Kevin Turner
Sophomore
English
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By Anne Dujmovic

accosted at the supermarket while
IWAS
standing in the checkout line.
Each time I diverted my eyes away
from them. I was met by another. It was like
being pelted with stewed tomatoes from all
sides. The tabloid headlines screamed: The
Donald dumps Ivana.
Yet it didn’t end there. The news of their
split was merely simmering.
Turn to the evening news, as well as the
late and early morning editions. Tune into 24hour commercial free radio and you can’t avoid
it. Every trivial, tawdry tidbit of the Trumps’
entanglement is announced.
And you know, we take it all in.
We pretend to abhor such soap operatic
stories.
We wonder why the media devotes so
much time to reporting the latest divorce
settlement figures.
$20 million? $25
What will Ivana get
million? Will Marla Maples merge with Trump?
Did he really have illicit affairs with celebrities
who had previously been in limbo, like McLean
Stevenson between sitcoms.
We don’t like to admit it, but we like to
hear about the scandal, the smut, the egomaniac
with billions in assets.
Never would I contribute to the health of
such tabloids as the National Enquirer, an
exercise in creative writing, by buying one.

You can’t believe everything you see on TV
I opened a can of Diet Coke and
my companion, John Daft, sat next
to me.
"That stuff will rot your teeth,"
he said.
"Not if you brush," I said, taking a swig.
"That stuff will eat through a
nail if you give it enough time.
Wouldn’t you be better off drinking something healthy, like mineral water."
"Mineral water can destroy a
nail if you give it enough time," I
said. "Besides, I’ve. acquired a
taste for artificial ingredients. ,
"You can’t always have what
you like," he said. "Aren’t you
worried about getting cancer or
liver disease or something like
that?"
"No. Nowadays, everything
causes cancer anyway. Might as
well enjoy it if it’s inevitable."
"Well, you should be worried,"
he said. "As for me. I gave up soft
drinks a long time ago. Too many
calories."
"Why didn’t you just drink diet
soft drinks?"
"All those artificial sweeteners
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cause cancer," he sairL "Learned
that watching Oprah. There was
this doctor or was he a chemist?
anyway, and he did these
tests or something like that, at least
he said he did, but anyway, he said
artificial sweeteners cause cancer."
"Let me get this straight," I
said. "You gave up soft drinks because some guy on television said
to?"
"Well, he was on television. It
has to be true before it gets on television. They pay people to screen

that stuff for the truth
I looked down and shook my
head slowly. "Just because it’s on
television doesn’t mean it’s true.
You can’t believe everything you
see and hear and read. You’ll become a media junkie and you
won’t be able to get enough.
You’ll think the sky was falling if
someone told you so."
"Don’t you believe me?" he
asked. "You know, you’re just
like those guys on Donahue. You
don’t believe in anything and you
won’t commit to your girlfriend
and you hate people that love you.
I suppose you worship the devil."
"You’ve gone off the deep
end," I said. "You shouldn’t believe everything you see on television. It’ll make you crazy. Besides, you’re eyes get sucked into
the sockets if you watch it too
much."
"That’s ridiculous," he said.
"Where on Earth did you hear
that?"
"I saw it on television."
Edwin Acevedo is a Daily staff
writer

Phone numbers parents get upset over
Telephone sex has been an issue
since its inception, becoming a parental pet peeve as their children
learn about the birds and the bees
from Betty Bimbo instead of Dr.
Spock.
976 numbers are appearing everywhere.
You see them on TV: "Hi, I’m
Susie. Are you lonely?"
In newspapers like the Metro,
you can use a touch-tone phone
call and pick the sex of your preference or call for an "erotic phone
fantasy."
Even the Spartan Daily personal
section touts a phonelink to love: "
Now you can find love, romance
or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone."
Dispite the parental protest over
the existence of these services,
these numbers continue to exist because they are not the ones who
make the calls, no one is subjected
to anything that they do not want to
hear.
At least that’s what I thought.
Last Thursday night at about 10
p.m. I got a phone call from a man
claiming to be from a company
called Entertainment For Women
Only, which provides male strippers and fantasy phone calls,
which I was apparently getting.
After putting him through the
wringer about his company for
about 20 minutes, he told me that
he had a message from the person
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who sent it that would prove that
this was a legitimate call.
It said: "I got one of these from
a friend and thought you would
like one too. Keep up the good
writing, signed S.0."
Once I heard the message, I assumed that it must be from Stacy
Olsen, another Spartan Daily staffmember (and the only S.O. I
know). That, combined with his
knowing my name and phone number, which is unlisted, made me
believe this was really from her.
Next, he explained that if I
didn’t want the call I could pass the
"gift" along to someone else,
since they refused to give refunds,
which is how I assumed I got it
from Stacy. If I did want it I must
actually tell him to proceed so that
it wouldn’t be considered an
obscene phone call.
Still thinking this could be a

joke. I told him to go ahead. It definately was not a joke, this guy
began telling me a script-like scenario which was eventually supposed to take the receiver to the
"height of fulfillment." It didn’t
take me very long to stop the call.
Since I never actually received
the full service, he told me that I
could still pass it along to someone
who might use it. instead of laughing at him like I did.
Still unsure that he wasn’t just a
clever obscene caller. I passed the
call along to my friend, known as
"poop-pants" for her more interesting exploits, as a joke.
A week later. I still don’t know
if it was for real or not. My friend
said that it was a different man that
called her (he told her they have
different shifts), and she passed it
along to someone else also.
A few years ago, a call like that
would have automatically been
considered as obscene, but now it
seems possible. If it is legal to
have a number to call to hear this
sort of thing, why shouldn’t it be
legal to hire someone to make the
call, sort of a telephone prostitute?
Who knows. But for now, it’s
just one more thing for already
stressed parents to get uptight
about.
Christine De Graw is a Daily
staff writer

HOWEVER, I must confess to reading
such gossip rags, whenever they
accompany the day-old newspaper that
our neighbor leaves on our porch each morning.
I think I know what the attraction is.
Sometimes we just don’t want to be
intellectually stimulated. This is best remedied
by watching re-runs of "The Monkees" or
"American Gladiators."
We also love to hear about the successful
"haves" taking a fall, and who’s dating who in
Hollywood.
Imagine the thousands of estatic females
across the country when Tom Cruise announced
he split with his wife. He’s available again.
Somehow I have this perverse notion that I
actually have a chance. I believe I am now free
to call him up and invite him to dinner.
Such significant world events as elections
in Nicaragua. and Japan, and economicreform. in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union are
seemingly forgotten amid the Trumps’ billiondollar bout.
But we are quick to digest the dealings of
Trump, the affairs of that Romanian
gymnast Nadia, and the latest escapades of
Zsa Zsa and her mischievous mutts.
Sensationalism
the media feeds us
morsels and we devour them.
Anne Dohnovic is the Cits Editor
A

Other Viewpoints
Carlsbad (N.M.) Current-Argus
on the drug summit
While some still claim the futility of fighting a
drug war, contending we have already lost it, others
forge ahead, however haltingly, refusing to lie down
ind die.
The drug summit in Cartagena, Colombia, con:luded with President Bush admitting to the presidents
Colombia, Peru and Bolivia that the United States
must do something to curb the demand. Without demand, there would be no production and sales.
We were encouraged by that conclusion, but we
must see more tangible efforts made to convince the
American public of the dead-end road exemplified by
drug use.
Too little is being done either
in terms of
funds for education or in direct communication
to
show all our citizenry how terminal their drug use activities are.

The Kansas City (Mo.) Times
on the drug summit
Although many Colombians bound the additional
security surrounding the four-nation anti-drug summit
in Cartagena an annoyance, the Colombians did a
good job in looking after the safety of their president
and the presidents of the United States, Peru and Bolivia.
The significance of this meeting was mostly
symbolic, a courtship. It was the chance for the presidents . . . to come together to respectfully discuss a
common problem, if only from different perspectives.
Put another way. it was a meeting of coca-supplying nations and the leader of the hemisphere’s No.
I consumer of cocaine.
(President) Bush said that an anti-drug cartel was
born. That cartel is only as good as the commitment to
it and the understanding of situations unique to each
nation.

Other Viewpoints
The (El Cajon) Californian
on Montoya’s Pension
Taxpayers have been made into saps by selfserving legislators trying to make sure they will draw
cushy retirement checks no matter what happens.
Consider this outrageous situation: Former State
Sen. Joseph Montoya, D-EI Monte. found guilty on

seven counts ()I political corruption, is eligible to collect a state pension of $1,681.78 a month starting
March I.
If he goes to prison
which is a very likely
prospect the state will funnel more than $20,000
into his bank account every year and increase that
amount by annual cost-of-living allowances and whatever other cushions the Legislature enacts to feather
its nest.
0

time.

The Indianapolis Star
on a reunified Germany
The reunification tot ici man) is only a matter of

West Germany has the vigor to nurse the sick
East back to economic health and put it on a sound
course.
The question of keeping Germany in NATO is a
stumbling block. The Soviets are not keen about the
prospect.
But the stumbling block may not be insurmountable.
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SpartaGUide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student. faculty ,atl 298-0204
:ATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Ash
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily Wednesday Mass 7 pm Campus Ministry
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North Chapel 110th and San Carlos] Call 298Room 104 and at the Information 0204
Center of the Student Union The BEETHOVEN CENTER: Lecture on Beedeadline for entries is 10 a m No
thoven s Symphonies 1 - 3 by Dr Thomas
Phone-in items will be accepted
Wendel 730 pm Concert Hall Call 9244590
TODAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
!line 705 p m Engineering Budding Audit() Testimony Meeting 11 30 am SU Montalvo Room Call 258-1035
num Call 294-4249
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION: SOCIOLOGY CLASS IN POPULATION
Speaker June Lim. 2 p.m , BC 1 Call 262- PROBLEMS: Guest Speaker Mr Lamont
Allen of the Census Bureau 1030 am
2961
Dudley Moorhead Hall 231 Call 924-5320
MARKETING CLUB: Speaker Mark Lacek.
THURSDAY
Northwest Airlines, 3 30 p m . Student
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Union Call 281-3161
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER: Employer Presentation. Careers
CENTER: Employer Presentation. Careers with General Electric. 11 a m to I pm.SU
with Varian. 11 45 a m to 1 30 pm. SU Guadalupe Room Call 924-6010, on camGuadalupe Room, employer presentation pus interview orientation, learn how to maxiCareers with Otis Elevator. 1 30 p m to 3 30 mize your chances for employment through
pm, SU Almaden Room career explora- this opportunity to meet with employers for
tion by computer, learn how to use GIS. anticipated positions. 3 30 pm.SU Costacomputerized guidance information sys- noan room, orientation introduction to cooptems, to obtain occupational, college gra- erative education, a professional work expeduate school and financial aid information, rience program Includes progam details and
sign up in BC 13 no later than a day before application procedure, 11 30 am, SU Al11 30 am . BC 13.careers in mechanical en- maden Call 924-6030
gineering. 11 30 am.SU Costanoan Call AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: candelight
vigil. 7 p m S U Costanoan Rm Call 257924-6030
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Panel Dis- 6050
cussion on the Death Penalty with panelists GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOfrom Amnesty International, the Campus CIETY: General Meeting. ii 30 am. A.S.
Ministry and the chairman of the Political Sci Council Chambers Call 295-0415
Dept., noon, S.0 Umunhum Room, Call CALMECA PROJECT: general meeting,
257-6050.
5.30 p.m.. Chicano resource center. WLN
ASIAN
AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN 3rd floor Call 971-0972.
FELLOWSHIP: Large Group Meeting, 7 ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting.
p m., S.0 Guadalupe Room. Call 224-4520
noon, Campus Christian Center lower level
RUSSIAN CLUB: Weekly Meeting. 2 p.m
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Mandatory ski tnp
I RC 310. Call 292-7625
meeting, 7 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room Call
SOCIOLOGY 80 GROUP PROJECT: Food 926-8493
and Clothing Drive for the Homeless CAMPUS MINISTRY/CATHOLIC NEWMAN
(through March 9), 10 am to 2 pm Stu- COMMUNITY: "Central America What s
dent Union Quad Call Anna (415) 656- Really Happening" 7 p.m., Campus Ministry Chapel (10th and San Carlos) Call
9182.
GEOLOGY CLUB: Speaker Series. 12.30 298-0204
p.m., Duncan Hall (Room 306) Call 924- GAY LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLI5050.
ANCE: 430 pm. SU Guadelupe Room.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer and Sharing, Call 236-2002
noon. Campus Christian Center 110th and
FRIDAY
San Carlos): "The Road Less Traveled dis- MATH,COMP SCI CLUB: First General
cussion group, 4 p.m . Campus Ministry Meeting. noon, S U Pacheco Room Call
Center Call 298-0204
973-9730.
WEDNESDAY
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Student
ASSOCIATION OF ROCK -N-ROLL: Noon- March against death penalty. noon, from the
time concert featuring Gypsy Lane, S U Art Quad to the U.S Federal Building. Call
Ampitheater. Free admission Call 287- 257-6050
6417
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: Skating night.
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 7.45 p m.. Eastndge ice skating arena Call
University wide forum on the educational 1415).296-4291’.
needs of Vietnamese and Vietnamese CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Americans at SJSU, 230 p.m. to 430 p m., CENTER: Interview preparation. 12 30 p.m.,
S U. Costanoan Room. Call 924-5595.
S.U. Costanoan. Call 924-6030; on campus
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT interview orientation, 10:30 a.m., S.U. AlmaCENTER: Employer Presentation, careers den; Career options in computer science.
with LSI Logic, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., S.U. math, 1230 p.m.. S U. Guadalupe. Call 924Guadalupe Room. Call 924-6010; on cam- 6030.
pus interview orientation, learn how to maxi- SJSU EARTH DAY COMMITTEE: meeting,
mize your chances for employment through 4 p.m., Environmental Resource Center
this opportunity to with employers for antic- (DMH 235A). Call 924-5467.
ipated positions. 5:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Ski trip (through
Rm. Call 4-6030.
March 4). Call 926-8493
A.S.P.B.: Wed. nite cinema, "Lethal
SATURDAY
Weapon 2." 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.. Morris Daily
BETA ALPHA PSI: Volunteer Income Tax
Aud., $2. Call 924-6261
Assistance - Free Tax Preparation, 9 a.m.,
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASS’N AND EDBC 213 CAII 924-3492
UCATIONAL EQUITY TASK FORCE,
SUNDAY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE: "Speaking from the Heart: Vietnamese Students CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Worship,
talk candidly about their educational experi- 10:45 a.m. (Lutheran Worship), 6:30 p.m.
ences at SJSU." 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and 8 p.m. (Catholic Mass), Campus Christian Center Chapel (10th and San Carlos).
S.U. Costanoan Room, Call 924-5595.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Video, Am- Call 298-0204.
nesty International on the death penalty, BEETHOVEN CENTER: Slide Presentation - -Portraits of Genius" by Irma Brilliant,
noon, S.U. Costanoan Rm. Call 257-6050.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SO- 3 p.m., Beethoven Center (WLN 614). Call
CIETY: Information table, 8 a.m. to noon, in 924-4590.
front of S.U. Call 629-4403.
PRE-MED CLUB: Meeting (discuss bowla-thon and U.C.S.F. tour) 1:30 p.m., DH
345
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: Movie night,
Lethal Weapon 2. 7 pm . Morris Daity Aud..
$2
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRNOMENTAL RESPECT (SAFER): Meeting, 5
p.m . DMH 235A. Call 924-5468.

SJSU FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Open gaming, 6 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Rm.
Call 924-7097.
AKBAYAN: General Meeting, 2:30 p.m..
S.U. Guadelupe Room. Call 947-0290.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study - Gospel of Mark. noon. S.U. Monta(vo Room.

OTHER
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Bi-monthly
meeting, 7.30 pm. SU Pacheco Room.
Call 971-8764
PHI CHI THETA (COED BUS. ECON. FRATERNITY): 2nd General Meeting, Thursday,
Mar 8, 630 pm to 7-30 pm. S U. Costanoan Room
SJSU ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES:
Exhibition "Sacred Forces." Feb 13 through
Mar. 15, 11 a.m. through 4 p.m. (Mon.
through Thurs.); 6 p.m. through 8 p.m.,
(Tues. evenings) Art Department-Gallery 1.
Call 924-4328
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Executive Board Meeting, March 5,
130 p m.. S.U. Montalvo. Call 295-0415.

Reagan receives honorary
degree from university
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Ronald Reagan received an honorary
degree from Israeli’s Tel Aviv
University, one of several Jewish
honors given the former president
so far this year.
The presentation Sunday night
at a star-studded dinner at the Century Plaza Hotel was in part for
Reagan’s "steadfast friendship for
the Jewish people, and vehement
rejection of antisemitism."
In recent weeks. Reagan. who is
of Irish extraction, also has been
honored by the American Jewish
Committee and Hebrew University. In a few weeks, he will be

feted by the United Jewish Appeal
Drive.
"Mr. President. with you participating in all these Jewish events,
we were just on the verge of petitioning our Council of Rabbis to
issue a declaration that you must
be one of us," quipped dinner
chairman Guilford Glazer.
"We just heard that next week
you will he the star attraction at a
huge bash for the Sons of Ireland."
He went on to explain his alma
mater. Eureka College in Illinois.
once gave him an honorary degree
25 years after his graduation.
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Because many students are not in 1976.
(0n campus every day. YesterDaily
Activities for the week include a
provides readers with a recap of panel discussion in the limunhuiti
the previous day’s top stories.
room. Tuesday; a video presentaOfficials at SJSU’s Health Cen- tion in the Costanoan mom,
ter say they do not have enough Wednesday; a candlelight vigil to
iaccine to deal with a spread of the recognize the reactivation of the
measles epidemic to Northern Cal- gas chamber in California. Thursifornia. Most of the measles vac- day, and on Friday, a march from
cine was sent to Southern Califor- the Art Quad to the United States
nia when the epidemic hit Los Federal Building in downtown San
Jose.
Angeles.
1
Even lithe state were to provide
vaccine to SJSU as they have
Only one bicycle lane has been
promised, there is still the problem established for cyclists on the
ol administering it to 30010 stu- SJSU campus with plans of adding
dents.
just one more despite suggestions
Health officials are concerned from the Associated Students and
that students will pick up the virus the Academic Senate to develop a
when they head south for Spring more extensive network for cybreak, and then spread it when clists.
they return.
Dan Sandoval, an associate enStudents at risk are: those who gineering technician in San Jose’s
have never been vaccinated, those public works department. said the
vaccinated before Jan. 1, 1980, new lanes probably won’t be added
and those who have come in con- soon because parking spaces
tact with someone with the mea- would have to be sacrificed. Sandsles.
oval said that a study is going on
now to deterermine if the city
The campus chapter of Amnesty could somehow ease the problem
International will be campaigning and provide more bike lanes.
against the death penalty this
week. The campaign came in reMembers of SAFER and the Ensponse to decision of a San Diego vironmental Resource Center coltrial judge to execute Robert Han-is lected bags of trash from around
April 7.
campus to determine its environHarris will be the first man to be mental impact on SJSU. The study
executed in a non-southern state separated the trash into recyclasince the United States Supreme hies, non-recyclables, hazardous
Court reinstated the death penalty wastes and metals.

Mexico increases
its drug production

Spartan crime log
Feb. 22 through Feb. 25,1990
Information provided by the San
Jose and University Police departments.

2/22

UPD officers on duty at Spartan Village saw two men at the rear
of the apartments allegedly stealing bicycles. After seeing the officers, one suspect fled on a bicyle
and the other remained. Efrain G.
Torres was fingerprinted and released and officers took one bicycle for safekeeping. The suspect
who fled was not identified, but it
is believed the bike he was on was
stolen.
Someone stole a campus parking permit from a car in the Seventh Street garage.
David Macs, 43, is in fair
condition at the San Jose Medical
Center after being stabbed multiple
times by three men who also
robbed him. Macs was stabbed at
9:30 p.m. at 20th and San Fernando Streets by the three unidentified men. An unkown amount of
money was also taken. The suspects are all described as being hispanic. between 5 feet 6 inches and
5 feet 8 inches tall and weighing
about 150 pounds.

pule between the neighbor and
Delta Theta fraternity.
A bicycle was reported stolen
from the bicycle rack in front of
the Dining Commons.
UPI) officers shut down a
party at the Phi Delta Theta house’
at 1 a.m. after receiving complaints about noise.
Jose Gonzalez was stopped at
2:08 a.m. for suspected vehicle
code violations and was arrested
on charges of driving while intoxicated. According to UPI) reports.
Gonzalez allegedly became violent
during booking.
Dwight E. Harper was arrested at Seventh and Santa Clara
streets on charges of being drunk
in public and carrying a concealed ’
weapon.

2-25
A bicycle was reported stolen

front MacQuarrie Hall.
Jason Howe was stopped at .
14th and San Fernando streets just
before 2 a.m, on suspected vehicle
code violations. Howe was arrested on charges of driving while
intoxicated and was booked into
the Santa Clara County Jail.
The Spartan Daily is committed to accuracy and will
correct all significant errors
that are brought to the editors’ attention. The Daily
can be reached at 924-3280
or 924-328I

2-24
Someone poured ink on a vehicle parked in front of 544 S. 6th
Street and left a threatening note.
UPD reports said the note possibly
was written by a neighbor and may
have been part of an ongoing dis

States to address anticipated crit-

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Bush administration will report
that Mexican marijuana production
is ten times greater than previously
believed but will certify that the
country is cooperating in the drug
war, a newspaper said.
The Los Angeles Times said the
official U.S. estimate - derived
from CIA satellite photographs concludes that Mexico produced
47,500 metric tons of marijuana in
1989, compared to an estimated
4.750 metric tons in 1988.
Despite the revised estimate, the
Bush administration will certify
that the Mexican government has
coosieRted in combating narcotics
(raft -eking and is eligiblefor foreign aid, the newspaper reported
Saturday.
Analysts said the figures do not
mean production in Mexico has exploded, but that previous estimates, based largely on information supplied by the Mexican
government, were too low, the
Times said.
The U.S. figures are expected to
be released Thursday, the Times
said.
A senior State Department official was to meet today with Mexico’s ambassador to the United

Exciting
Opportunities...
Be An Ambassador!
The Pavilion Shops is
now looking for
outgoing, professional,
and creative students
interested in marketing,
advertising and public
relations to be a part of
our Ambassador
program. For $6 an hour,
we will work around
your schedule and
enhance your resume.
Help us by assisting in
numerous promotions
and activities. Call
Jennifer Munday at 2862076.
The Pavilion also needs
experienced visual
merchandisers for
window displays. Send
resumes to Vicki Herl at
150 S. list St., San Jose, C.-\
95113.

PAVILION
SHOPS
h
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icism, an unidentified government
source told the Times. The newspaper did not identify the State Department official.
Mexico’s deputy attorney general, Javier Coello Trejo, "nearly
went into apoplexy" when told of
the estimate during a meeting with
Drug Enforcement Administration
chief John C. Lawn, another unidentified source told the newspaper.
John P. Sutton, who heads the
DEA’s cannabis investigation section, dismissed the new estimate as
"inordinate" and "wild."
Sutton said analysts mistakenly
included’ in their count "ditch’
Weed," -wild-growing marijiranWdf
lesser potency with no commercial
value. He also suggested other
vegetation may have been included
in the marijuana count.
Other officials, speaking with
anonymity, maintained the conclusions were valid.

P

DELTA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY
Presents and congratulates
The spring 1990
TAU Pledge class
Richard Algea
Eric Ford
Tom Kelly
Carlos Montoya
Ashvin Patel
John Sauget
Mike Van Tuyl

Miles Bellamy
Andy Garcia
Matt Kriewall
Mark Nielsen
Mike Plaskon
Scott Smoot
Mike Wycisk
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Together, these words define a
powerful strategy that is helping Tandem Computers shape
the future. For new grads, that
means the hottest career opportunities around.
In the technical arena, you’ll find
yourself involved in important
projects right away. Like applying RISC to future fault-tolerant
UNIX systems, focusing on
SQL database technology, and
creating an open application
development environment.
Tandem expects a lot of our
new grads. And we give a lot
back. Find out more when
Tandem comes to campus.

Information Session:
March 6
12:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m.
For Business Students:
Business Classroom #001
For Technical Students:
Engineering Classroom #189

On Campus Interviews:
March 8

Schedules for:
Information Systems Analyst
Hardware Design Engineer
Software Designer
Mechanical Engineer
Technical Writer

For more information, contact
your Placement Center. We are
an equal opportunity employer
m/f/h/v.

IOTANDEM

Whom you eon make a d144ranco.

Culler Ilelations. ’ftndem Computers Incorporated
10600 Rldgeview Court. MS229. r. cuperiino. CA 94014.0704
’UNIX Oa registered irodemart of AT&T
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Women gymnasts meet
with top ranked teams

Guest ( ommentan

BY Robert Lon

No excuse
for excuses
Another SJS( ’ athlete was
suspended last week, and once
again, the interested public v.As
treated to another poor excuse
from the athletic department
The latest victim was basketball
player John Finau, who received a
tour-game suspension for
"violating team rules." This is a
typical euphemism used by ili.
department in the time of a
crisis
And as past evidence would
indicate, it is a continuing trend by
the department to overprotect the
reputations of its athletes, while
tailing to inform the public about
\\ 11.11 is really happening in Spartan
athletics
In Fitiau’s case, he tried to
punch his way into a fraternity
party. (Incidentally, I don’t think
there is a "team rule" that
prohibits fraternity bashing, but in
the athletic department’s
imaginary rule book, I think you
might find it listed under the rule
that forbids a player from getting
kicked out of Paradise Beach.
But instead of hearing what
really happened, we got the
standard "violation of team
rules" an excuse that follows a
long list of similar excuses.
For instance, when running back
Johnny Johnson was dismissed
from the football team last
semester we got "it’s hest for the
team," instead of "he keeps
missing practice."
When wide receiver James
Courtney was kicked off the team,
we got "hes a bad influence."
But we didn’t get even one
example.
And when basketball players
Troy Batiste and Robert Dunlap
were suspended earlier this season.
we got "violation of team rules."
The students, alumni, taxpayers
and fans who contribute so much
to SJSU athletics deserve better
answers than these.
After all, students are paying
unbelievable amounts of money so
our basketball teams have a decent
place to compete.
If we knew what was really
going on in the athletic department
and within its teams, we might be
less willing to make similar
financial commitments in the
future.
The same goes for our alumni.
They might think twice about
making financial contributions to
help remodel Spartan Stadium if
they knew the athletes using the
facility were not going to
appreciate it by acting responsibly.
Fans deserve the truth, too.
They are paying good money to
see certain people play, so they
should be informed as to why some
of SJSU’s athletes aren’t.
Plus, coddling student -athletes
like a bunch of diaper-wetting
infants doesn’t do much for
preparing them for the real world.
In professional sports, if an
athlete is involved in a barroom
fight, he is subsequently fined for
"a barroom fight." No team is
going to make excuses for a grown
adult. and SJSU’s athletic
department shouldn’t either.
It must be noted that SJSU’s
sports information office is not
responsible for the excuses coming
out of the athletic department. The
coaches and the department arc
responsible for that.
It is the latter group that needs to
start producing the truth about
SJSU athletics, instead of spitting
out lies and half truths that just
seem to float in a vast sewer of
ambiguity.
Robert Lyon is the former Daily
Sports Editor. He wrote this
column for Robert Mallard, who is
on personal leave.

Baseball talks end
NEW YORK IAP) -- Baseball
talks broke off Monday and union
chief Donald Fehr said the players’
side would not return to the bargaining table until the clubs make
new proposals.
Fehr was to travel to Phoenix for
a meeting of the union’s executive
board today. He said it was likely
that he would meet with players in
as many as three other cities before
returning to New York.
The sides had been scheduled to
meet Monday, the 12th day of the
spring training lockout. Although
there was no session. Fehr said,
"There have been a bunch of telephone conversations."
The talks between the union and
owners have stalemated over the
issue of salary arbitration eligibility.
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Billy Ball, competing against St. Marys, is seeded third for the Spartans

Quiet player makes statement
on Spartan men’s tennis team
By Lawrence J. Salisbury
Daily stall writer
"Billy Ball," the Oakland Athletic’s advertising slogan under
Manager Billy Martin. left the Bay
Area in 1981 when Martin left the
A’s.
In 1989, Billy Ball arrived at
SJSU.
Ball, the third-seed on the men’s
tennis team, said he has never been
bothered by the comparison.
"Ever since I was little. I’ve
been getting stuff like that. I guess
I’m just used to it." Ball said.
The name hasn’t slowed Ball in
the slightest.
A sophomore transfer student
from San Francisco City College.
he’s only been playing in tournaments since he was 13. Considering Boris Becker won the Wimbledon Championship at 17, Ball is
a little behind.
"That’s real late to get started in
this sport," Ball said.
After only four weeks at SJSU.
Ball is impressed by the school and
the team.
"Coach Hubbell came up to
(San Francisco) City College and
said he’d like to see me here."
Ball said. "I saw the new Rec
Center and the school looked
great."
"It’s been great so far," Ball
said. "The team looks good too.
We’re young hut we’re getting better."
Hubbell also likes what he’s
seen so far in Ball.
"Billy’s a pretty quiet kid but
he’s pretty solid. Playing at this
level will be a real challenge for
him," Hubbell said.
At 5 foot 6 inches and 160
pounds, the soft-spoken Ball isn’t
that big, but when he drops a soft
olley past a lunging opponent. it
doesn’t matter a whole lot.
"You don’t need a lot of size to
play tennis." Ball said. "I’ve even
slimmed down since I started playing more."
Standing quietly in Spartan blue
and gold, wearing crisp white
shorts. Ball holds his racket more
like a friend than a weapon. He
doesn’t count on a power game to
win, he sees himself as a finesse
player.
"If I just stood back and stroked
I’d probably get eaten up. I like the
soft shots." Ball said.
To keep in shape for tennis, he
plays a lot of basketball. but his favorite recreational sport is pingpong
"You’re supposed to use a lot of
wrist, but I play it like I play tennis. I whack at the ball. But it’s a
lot of fun," Ball said.
"A real player would probably
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eat MC up,- he said, using one ot
his favorite phrases.
The transition from the city college level to the university level
hasn’t been easy for Ball. It’s a
"totally different kind of competition" at SJSU, he said.
"It was easy to get distracted at
a JC; it’s a more serious atmosphere here," Ball said. "It was a
Division I. I
huge step this is
had a lot of tough matches at the
JC level. but it was mostly mental.
Here, every match is tough."
Hubbell agrees. "This is a big
jump for him. He’s playing some
of the best in the country, but it can
only help his game," he said.
If his goal is to be realized, he’ll
need that help. Ball wants to play
professional tennis.
"I want to say it is something I
did, even if only for a year or two;
I want to try," Ball said. "I think
there has to be a little piece of
something out there for me."
One of Ball’s toughest challenges came in 1986 when he
played 1989 French Open Champion Michael Chang at a tournament in Arizona. Although he lost
a tough 6-4, 7-6 match, he sees it
as one of his high points.
"Michael’s a pretty smart
player, so I think I did pretty
good," Ball said.
At the Nor-Cal Regionals last
week. Ball lost to Michael Chang’s
brother Carl Chang in another
tough match 6-2. 5-7. 6-4.
"The guy that lost to him before
me had a tendency to bang away at
the ball; Carl just ate him up. I like
to cut the ball a lot, that’s probably
why I did so well. I was in awe of
him for a while, but then I just
wanted to compete with him,"
Ball said.
Ball is a psychology major, but
he is not ready to settle down in
any particular field.
"Right now, I just want to do
well in school, but I’m not sure
what I want to do yet," Ball said.
He thinks his biggest problem
on the tennis court is himself.
"I have to make a conscious effort to stay in control emotionally.
I have to concentrate on the
game," Ball said.
His shoulder has been hurting
him for the last week, but he
doesn’t think it is anything serious.
"The last couple of days we’ve
had some real nice weather and

I’ve kind of felt left out, but I’m
OK now. I know I can still improve," Ball said.
With two more years of eligibility, Ball has plenty of time to improve. With a little luck and a lot
of practice, he hopes that one day
he will be the one doing the eating.

After facing some of the hest
competition in the nation, the
women’s gymnastic team returned
home Sunday. after scoring 179.00
at UC Santa Barbara Friday night.
The team came back the following
night to score 179.30 at the Cal
Poly-SLO Invitational.
"The girls did real well this
weekend especially on Saturday
night when they were tired." head
coach Jackie Walker said. "Everybody has been working real hard
and I am pleased with their effort." Freshman Jodi Solod scored
a 9.6 on the balance beam during
the Cal Poly Inventational to win
the event for SJSU.
Walker said that it was the previous miserable pernwmance by
the Spartans on the beam against
Cal State Fullerton that really
turned the team around. Now
Walker said, that the beam is the
team best event.
"I need to be consistant for the
rest of the season, " said Solo&
"Right now I have to work on my
vault. I need to practice on my
lead-ups."
Walker added. "All we need to
do is get everybtxly healthy at one
time and one place. Right now, the
team looks like a football team
does at the end of the season."
The Spartans may be without
two of the top starters, Kriss Miller
and Cheryl Sanwo, when the
women host UC Davis this Friday.
Miller injuried her ankle on Feburary 4 while warming up for a meet
against Sacramento State. Miller
reinjured it this past weekend,
while doing a floor exercise.
Sanwo has partially torn her anterior cruciate ligament in her knee.
Going into the meets last weekend, both Miller and Sanwo were
listed as doubtful to compete. But
on Friday, Miller was able to perform in all the event except for the
vault.
Sanwo competed in everything
except the floor exercises on Friday at CC Santa Barbara and was

able to go all around on Saturday at
Cal Poly.
"I may keep them out on Friday
to let their injuries heal for good,"
Walker said. "We have two weeks
off after the meet on Friday and the
rest will do them good. Right now
the girls are really hurling but they
both are very anxious to get back
in there."
"I am ready to go for this next
meet against Davis,- Miller said.
"Mark my words. I will be able to
compete."
"I think that the team is strong
with or without us." Sanwo said.
"We are strong as a whole and I
don’t think that there is any big difference between us. The most important thing is that the team needs
all so
to hit their routines. We
close in skill level that it doesn’t
make a difference."
According to Sanwo. Miller,
Melanie Weispfenning and Solod,
there is a very good chance that the
team can achicc Is goal of 24 out
of 24 routines by the end of the
year.
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Come Join the Movies
Positions Available:

Immediate Openings:

Maintenance
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

Days and Evenings
. Free Movies
Flexible Shifts
Frequent Wage Reviews
Train

CENTURY 24
244-8131

CENTURY 22
984-7539

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they’re looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.
PEACE CORPS ON CAMPUS THIS WEEK
info. Table: Tues. - Thurs.
Feb. 27 - March 1
10:00am to 3:00pm
Front of Student Union

Film Show: Thurs. March 1
12:00- 1:00pm
Student UnionPacheco Room

PLUS A SPECIAL PEACE CORPS COMMUNITY FORUM
Wed. Feb. 28, 7-9pm San Jose Main Library featuring
slides/films/discussions from former Peace Corps volunteers
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL PEACE CORPS (415) 744-2677

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You II Ever Love
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Spartans sweep Utes
day at

Baseball team extends overall record to 10-1

riday

By Edwin Acevedo
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Kelley Chine

The Spartans congradulate junior third basemanJeff
Ball after his fifth -inning lead ofT home runlast Sat -

Daily staff photographer

urday in SJSU’s 5-1 victory over Utah. The dinger
was his fourth of the young season.

SJSU men’s baseball team
earning national aftention
By Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

The Spartan baseball team continues its sweep around the Bay
Area with a game today against
Cal. SJSU (10-1) lost to Stanford
and beat Santa Clara earlier this
season.
Last season the two schools split
their two-game series. In the first
game, Dave Tellers pitched a complete game 2-1 victory at Municipal Stadium. The Bears won the
second game 9-3 in Berkeley.
Tellers is the probable starter for
SJSU today. The game starts at 2
p.m. at Municipal Stadium. Tellers is 3-0 this season, including a
win Friday against Utah. Last season Tellers won his first 11 decisions.
The Spartans enter the contest
on a high note. The team has won

SPARTAN

SPORTS
its last live games, including a
four-game sweep of Utah this past
weekend.
"Its not easy to win four games
against a team in a series," Spartan coach Sam Piraro said.
Piraro said the team showed
great intensity over the weekend.
The pitching staff was outstanding,
he said. The biggest concern about
Cal (7-9) is its power, according to
Piraro.
The Bears are led by freshman
Troy Penis of Stockton. The
Bears’ first baseman leads the team

with four home runs and 16 RBIs.
Sophomore left fielder Reid Neumann is another offensive threat
tor Cal. After batting .342 last season, Neumann had 10 hits in his
first 22 at-bats this year. Catcher
Mike Harrison has two home runs
and 10 RBIs for the Bears.
Cal coach Bob Milano has been
with the school for 12 years. He
has compiled a 417-326-4 record at
Cal over that period. Spartan coach
Sam Piraro, in his fourth season at
SJSU, has a 112-78 record. Over
the weekend he recorded his 300th
win as a head coach, including his
seven seasons at Mission College.
With their 10-1 start, the Spartans are getting national respect.
The team is ranked 15th in the Collegiate Baseball poll, and 23rd in
the Baseball America poll.

Spartans return from road trip

staff writer

After completing a four-game
sweep of the University of Utah,
SJSU baseball Coach Sam Piraro
insisted that the Spartans have
"long way to go."
It sure didn’t look that way Sunday.
The Spartans, ranked 19th by
Collegiate Baseball/ESPN. didn’t
just beat the Utes last weekend at
Municipal Stadium. They dominated them. SJSU outscored the
Utes 39-11 during the series, and
Sunday’s 13-3 win improved
SJSU’s overall record to 10- I .
Piraro, however, remained unconvinced.
"The scores are a little misleading," Piraro said after Sunday’s
game. "Utah’s a really good team.
They’re going to be a team to
watch in April. They have the best
lineup we’ve faced since Stanford."
And how about the Spartans?
"We have a lot of improvements to make," Piraro said.
"We need to improve defensively
and be more consistent offensively."
The team will have another
chance to show those improvements when it faces Cal at 2
p.m. Tuesday at Municipal Stadium.
The Bears, 7-9, are a good
young club with a lot of power. Piraro said.
It was hard to figure who was
more humble after Sunday’s Utah
game: Piraro, whose team won
handily, or the Utes, whose record
fell to 1-6. Utah may be a team to
watch in the future, but it sure
wasn’t a team to watch last weekend.
The Utes committed four errors
in Sunday’s game, allowing SJSU
to score four unearned runs, including the game-winner. Utah
pitchers walked 11 batters, five of
whom scored.
The combination of Utah mistakes and excellent individual performances gave the Spartans an
easy victory.
Leadoff hitter Eric Booker
reached base five times. scored

By Michael Moeller
Daily staff writer

The men’s basketball team had
its two game winning streak
snapped when the Spartans lost to
Long Beach State on Thursday 8480. Form there, the team traveled
to New Mexcio State where it was
"murdered" by the Aggies 10170.
"There is no defense against the
fast break lay-up’s," head coach
Stan Morrison said. "If we are
going to throw the ball to the other
team then we are going to lose.
They had 19 steals during the game
and generally those lead to easy
baskets. We were down by 12
points at half time and we had
missed enough two and four foot
shots that we could have easliy
been tied."
The Spartans committed 16
toumovers by the end of the first
half and ended the game with 26.
According to Morrison, the team
was a bit intimidated from the
start. At the 13,0(X) fans that were
on hand to honor the New Mexico
State seniors players who were
playing in their last home game
were very loud and rowdy.
"I think that fatigue played a
part in the game against New Mexico," freshman guard Terry Cannon said. "I am not making any
excuses for the loss, we just got
beat."
"We made them look good and

they just played a great game."
Morrison said. "It was just a bad
game and we contributed to our
own demise as much as they did."
Despite the team’s poor performance, freshman Robert Dunlap
had a career high game against the
Aggies. Dunlap scored 10 points
and pulled down 6 rebounds in
front of 14 members of his family
who had driven from Texas to see
him play.
"I am happy with how I did but
personally. I didn’t do what I had
to," Dunlap said. "I could have
blocked out better and played better defense."
"I thought that the game was a
circus and that we were on a
merry-go-round going nowhere,"
Morrison said.
The loss to Long Beach State on
Thursday was a hard one for the
Spartans said Morrison.
"We played with a lot of determination against Long Beach,"
Morrison said. "Of all the games
that we have played on the road, I
felt the strongest vibes from the
team that we were going to win
this game. The team was really
disappointed with the lose and so
was their coach."
According to Morrison, Long
Beach murdered the Spartans on
the offensive boards. Although
SJSU ended the game with more
rebounds he said, the 49er’s had
more "put backs" that made all

Payton Pac-10 player of the week
WALNUT CREEK (AP)
Oregon State guard Gary Payton, who scored 81 points last
week in victories over UCLA

and Southern California, on
Monday was named the Pacific10 Conference player of the
week.
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the difference.
Leading the way for the Spat
tans was senor center Kenn,.
Young who scored 17 points and
had 10 rebounds against Long
Beach.
"There were two key turnovers
down the strech that cost us the
game." Morrison. "We played
with a lot of emotion but we didn’t
take the technical aspects of the
game like we did against Pacfic
and Fresno State."
Right now the Spartans are gearing up for their final two game of
the season. SJSU will he hosting
U.C. Irvine on Thursday and U.C.
Santa Barbara on Saturday.

four runs and stole three bases.
Second baseman Mike Gonzales
scored four runs and tied a school
single-game record for walks with
four. Jeff Ball drove in three runs
on three hits, and extended his hitting streak to II games.
Then there was the pitching.
"I saw them for three games and
I knew they couldn’t hit the outside
pitch or the slider," said Sunday’s
winning pitcher Mark Ringkamp,
who struck out five and allowed
just four hits in seven innings to
improve to 2-1.
"The plan was to keep the ball
down and hit the outside part of the
plate," Ringkamp said.
"When you (throw) good
pitches, you can pretty much get
everybody out," he said.
The pitching was consistent
throughout the series for the Spartans. Dave Tellers picked up the
win Friday, striking out seven in
an 11-5 SJSU romp.
Tellers, who improved to 3-0,
had offensive help from Booker,
who hit a bases-loaded triple and a
two-run home run.
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Robert Dunlap

Sam Piraro,
SJSU Baseball coach
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FARES ROUNCITRIP FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Men’s basketball team faces last-place U.C. Irvine Thursday

’The scores are a
little misleading.
Utah’s a really
good team . . .
They have the
best lineup we’ve
faced since
Stanford.’

In Saturday’s double header.
Chris Martin and Brian LAiquori
stymied the Utes in the first game.
limiting them to two unearned runs
in a 10-2 Spartan victory.
Catcher Charles Havel collecteq
three hits for the Spartans and outfielder Jorge Mora drove in three
runs.
In the second game, Rob Andra-,
kin went the distance, striking out
seven in seven innings in a 5-1.
win. Ball hit his fourth home run
of the season in that game, a solo
shot in the fifth inning.
The Spartans took an early lead
in the game Sunday. Booker led
off the first inning by beating out
an infield single and stole second,
Then, after Gonzales walked, Halt
singled to right to load the bases
Utah pitcher Tim Carambelas
who struggled with his control
through 2 2/3 innings (eight
walks), then misfired on a pickoff
play to first.
Booker gave the Spartans a 1-0
lead when he scored from third.
Gonzales advanced to third and
Booker went to second.
Cleanup hitter Ken Henderson
then grounded out. but Gonzales
scored on the play to give the Spartans a 2-0 lead.
Utah tied the score in the top of
the second, but gave the lead back
in the bottom half of the inning.
Carambelas walked the bases
loaded. and Ball made him pay
with a grounder that drove in Greg
Mugg. putting SJSU back in the
lead 3-2.
The Utes then hurt their own
chances of coming back when
Utah first baseman Jared Nye let a
slow-rolling grounder go between
his legs, allowing Booker and
Gonzales to score. The unearned
runs gave SJSU a 5-2 lead that it
would never relinquish.
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International Scene

Handy work

Celeste Cook

Opposition candidate defeats Ortega

Daily staff photographer

Alike Withem, industrial design major. works on a model of a
keyboard with cursed sections" for his model making class.

Future of Germany
subject of meeting
WASHINGTON (API
Piesi
dent Bush and West Gennan Chan
cellor Ilelmin Kohl, followim2
"extraordinarilv frank" talks at
Camp David. sav the world has
nothing to fear from a united Germanv and promise it will stay tedieted to the Western military alli;MCC

I mei iitg Sunday from two
01 talks at the presidential remai Bush and Kohl,. sikkght to
.11 l,i\ teats I mill Moscow to Warto London that the two German are marching to the altar too
rapid’) .
Bush said they shared "a common he
that a unified Germany
should remain a full member of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. including participation ill its
structure," Imo
ith
1111111.11.
sptcial military status" tot the ternun S of W hat is 110% Last (iermanv
Kohl,
without
mentioning
NA II) by name. said, "The alliance of tree democracies in Europe
and North America ... are of fundamental importance hir peace and
security. ’Nis is true now. This
will be true in the future."
Kohl also ruled out a Warsaw
Pao , onnection tor the new Germans . sa mg. A united Germany
cannot KA( mg to tw. ii MI ferent pact
systems " Ile added. We will
has s’ iiiinsiti( in situations" which
will base to he negotiated.
The Soviets now have 380.000
troops stationed in East Germany,
which holds parliamentary elections Alarch 18 that are expected to
speed the union of East and West
Germam
Kohl relict ated that a neutral
Get niam is out of the question.
Neon:M.1n would be a very
false soloni in.- said Kohl, adding
that his country learned that lesson
the haul way after World War 1.
The isolation of the Weimar Republic w as followed by the terror
and militarism of Ifitler’s Third
Reich.
Poland, decimated by the Nazis
in World War II. has expressed
fear a united Germany might demand old lands hack.
On that score. Hush said the
United States regards the current
European borders. including Germany’s long border with Poland.
as ins iolable

ieorge

Bush
mei/deer

’We’ve already
crossed that
bridge.We
welcome
reunification. But
it’s not for the
United States to
set a timetable.
It’s not for us to
say how fast.’
President

George Bush

Kohl said the border question
"will be settled definitely by a free
elected all -German government
and a freely elected all -German
parliament." He said he cannot
speak now for what the German
state will decide.
But Kohl emphasized. "nobody
has any intention of linking the
question of national unity with
changes in existing borders."
Bush said the U.S. position "is
not to he afraid of German reunification," but to understand the
longing of the German people to
end the artificial division imposed
after World War II.
"We’ve already crossed that
bridge. We welcome reunification.
But it’s not for the United States to
set a timetable. It’s not fir us to
say how fast," said Bush. who acknowledged that events "are movine faster than we expected.

Red Army leaves Czechs
after 22 years of constant rule
’ I lieu wain problem v, as that
RI NS AI.
Czci:hoslioakia
(AP) - -- A brass hand struck up the they were here." said Micek,
"Internationale" on Monday as whose group played a central role
the Red Army began leaving in the peaceful revolution that
Czechoslovakia 22 years after it ar- ousted the Communist Party from
rived to crush a reform movement. exclusive power in November.
Twenty-two Soviet 1-62 tanks
Karel Micek of the Civic Forum
said the presence of Soviet ’mops loaded on flatcars left the northern
had meant "empty shelves in town of Frenstat. beginning a nestores, polluted water, an occa- gotiated, three-stage pullout of the
sional fight in the pub and a re- 73,5(8) Soviet military personnel,
minder that we are not a free coun- scheduled for completion next
year.
try."

MANAGUA. Nicaragua i AP)
Violeta Barrios de Chamono
defeated President Daniel Ortega
in closely monitored elections and
voting results showed a stunning
rebuke to the Sandinistas who
ruled Nicaragua after winning a
revolution 101/2 years ago.
"This is the first time the opposition has ever won tin Nicaragua)." Mrs. Chamorro told supporters. Thousands of international
observers had closely scrutinized
Sunday’s peaceful balloting.
The Supreme Electoral Council
announced at 3 a.m. that the U.S.backed opposition candidate had
202,417 votes. or 54 percent, to
Ortega’s 159,100 votes, or 42.5
percent. with 3(1.6 percent of precincts reporting.
"I am very happy," said Mrs.
Chamorro as she left her house for
campaign hcadquaners. "The people wanted a change."
Asked if she thought a transfer
of power after 101/2 years (il rule by
the leftist Sandinistas would be
smooth, she said, "That’s the
commitment. We want peace and
reconciliation."
Battling the U.S.-supported
Contra rebels, the Sandinistas
muzzled dissent for years. They
had never before been tested in
free elections. The opposition
dropped out of 1984 balloting.
charging it was rigged.
Most pre-election polls said
Mrs. Chamorro was trailing the
44-year-old Ortega. but many Nicaraguans were afraid to reveal
their true feelings outside a truly

Reagan praises Nicaragua
LOS ANGELES (AP) Former President Ronald Reagan
praised Nicaraguan voters for
advancing the cause of democracy with the upset victory by
opposition candidate Violeta
Barrios de Chamorro over President Daniel Ortega.
"The people of Nicaragua
and the cause of democracy
have won an impressive and imjxwtant victory today, Reagan
said Monday in a statement released from his Century City office.
"Through a free and fair
election, Mrs. Chamorro has
succeeded in her campaign to
win the confidence and support
of her people and she now can
begin the task of peaceful reconsecret ballot box.
The Sandinista president had
branded Mrs. Chamorro. the 60year-old publisher of the opposition newspaper La Prensa, an instrument of U.S. policy and had
hoped to capitalize on Nicaraguan
pride at standing up to the colossus
of the north.
Under the Sandinistas. the centrally planned economy was
wracked by inflation and mismanagement. The Sandinistas had
blamed their economic troubles on
the U.S.-supported Contra insurgency and a U.S. trade embargo.
Celebrations began breaking out

ciliatiom Reagan said.
Nicaraguans can now move
toward peace after more than 10
years of rebel warfare, he said.
"Now is the time for all parties to put down their weapons
and join in a common pursuit of
what is in the hest interests of
the Nicaraguan people." Reagan said. "They have suffered
through a long and brutal war.
hut now, at long last, they can
look forward to living in peace
and freedom.
"As is happening around the
world, the people have spoken.
In voices loud and clear, they
have chosen democracy and
hope over totalitarianism and
despair.

A festive mood prevailed at
Mrs. Chamorro’s United National
Opposition headquarters. while at
the Sandinista party headquarters
the mood was funereal, with long
faces and few smiles,

in various neighborhoods of Mana
gua, with people burning many o
the thousands of Sandinista ban
ners that had been draped across
city streets. However, the celebrations appeared to die down
quickly, and only a few fires were
set.
A midnight celebration at Sandinista headquarters had been
canceled.
Turnout was heavy in what was
considered Nicaragua’s freest vote
ever, with people lining up for as
much as four hours to cast ballots
and more 3,000 international ob-

End to Communist rule
sought in Sunday march
MOSCOW (API
Despite
ominous government warnings and
a high police profile, pro-democracy activists marched by the hundreds of thousands in more than 30
Soviet cities to demand an end to
inc-party Communist rule.
The rallies Sunday. unprecedented in scope in the Communists’ 72-year rule, came a day
ticr voters in the independenceininded,..republic of Lithuania artparellilrstripped the Communisti
of their parliamentary majority.
The day also saw republic-wide
elections in another restive republic
Moldavia.
A series of official warnings last
week that extremists would provoke violence kept the turnout low
in some cities Sunday and prevented some protests altogether.
Riot police dragged away people
who tried to hold an unsanctioned
demonstration in Leningrad. but
there were no reports of major unrest.
"We heard about tanks, about
police waiting with gas and shovels," said a middle-aged woman
who was not deterred from demonstrating Sunday in Moscow along
with more than 100,000 people.
Thousands of uniformed police
and internal
security troops
guarded the authorized march
route in Moscow. Sand-filled
dump trucks, water trucks and
snowplows blocked all approaches
to the Kremlin. About 17,003 police and Interior Ministry troops
stood by with nightsticks and water
cannons, eventually relaxing and
stashing their riot gear.
"All was against us." Gavril
Popov, a member of the Congress
of People’s Deputies, told the
crowd in Moscow’s Zubovsky
Square.
He accused the Communist
Party and state apparatus of engineering a campaign of fear not
seen since Stalin in an attempt to
thwart the outpouring of popular
sentiment for a swift change to democracy.
Demonstrators demanded democratic reforms ranging from direct
popular election of the president to
the establishment of private property and creation of a multiparty
system.
One demonstrator charged that
the Sunday morning broadcast of a
Polish science-fiction film called
"The Sex Mission"
with nudity
rare on Soviet TV
was a deliberate attempt to entice people to
stay home.
The protests were planned after
a successful Feb. 4 pro-democracy
rally in Moscow in which about
200,000 people demanded the
Communist Party give up its monopoly on power.
Party leaders voted to do so
shortly afterward, but the day
when the Communists must compete with other parties for the right
to run the country appears far off to
many Soviets. The Communists.
with their long-established omnipresent patronage system, still

servers monitoring the peaceful
election.
Voters also selected 90 National
Assembly members and representatives to 146 regional, city and
town councils.
The electoral council was extremely late in reporting votes, and
opposition officials initially said
they believed the council hadn’t
expected a Sandinista loss and was
withholding announcement because it didn’t know what to do.
Mrs. Chamorro favors marketoriented reform. but the Sandinistas have recently softened their socialist line. promising a mixed
economy and saying they would no
longer expropriate private properly. They also released political
prisoners.

ri

firmly control the government and
economy nearly everywhere.
Reports from police, local activists interviewed by telephone and
state-run media indicated as manv
as 276,000 people took part in protest rallies in 32 cities outside Moscow. from Petropavlovsk-Kam chalky in the Soviet Far East to
Leningrad on the Baltic Sea coast
In Moscow. red, blue and white
flags of czarist Russia fluttered
along With red and black flags of
anarchists and the sky-blue cross
on a white background of the Memorial Society, which is dedicated
to remembering Stalin’s victims.
Speakers urged demonstrators to
endorse progressive candidates
running in March 4 parliamentary
elections in the Russian federation
and demanded the ouster of members of the ruling Politburo and
Council of Ministers.

When the scheduled time or reresults came and went with
only a few scattered results being
released, the state television
started showing movies, including
"Dirty Rotten Scoundrels" and
"Bullitt."
porting

After the polls closed. former
President -Jimmy Carter, head of
one observer group, called the ballot "very fair." About 1.75 million of Nicaragua’s 3.5 million
people were registered to vote.
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New flight smoking ban
in agreement with most
LOS ANGELES (API - On the
first day of a new smoking ban on
domestic flights. One passenger
kept his unlit smokes in sight, just
tor reassurance, while a woman
got edgy towards the end (i1 her
flight.

’One woman
started to have a
nicotine fit about
an hour before we
landed, but we
managed to calm
her down’

But U.S. Air flight attendant
Sandy Zulkowski, completing her
first lights -out flight Sunday front
Kansas City to Los Angeles. reported that the new smoking ban
on flights of six hours or less was a
success.
"It was easier to breathe." she
said. "There were no more arguments about people trying to
smoke in the non-smoking section."

- Sandy Zulkowski,
U.S. Air flight attendant

Federal Aviation Administration
rule.
"If they say you don’t smoke,
you don’t smoke," said Rich
Meadows, who was boarding a
United Airlines flight to Chicago.
"I’ll take some chewing tobacco.
which makes the stewardesses
mad. It’s pretty disgusting but it’s
something to do."

During the 31/2-hour flight, she
said, "No one tried to smoke. One
man had his cigarettes and lighter
right beside him like his security
blanket, but he didn’t cause any
trouble."
"One woman started to have a
nicotine fit about an hour before
we landed, but we managed to
calm her down," Ms. Zulkowski
said.

June Weigelt, who was returning to New York after visiting relatives in Santa Monica, had mixed
feelings. "I realize the need for it
but I would prefer to have two or
three seats available for smokers in
the back of the plane," she said.
"I’ll just suffer."

Smokers waiting for flights at
Los Angeles International Airport
grumbled resignedly about the new

A Long Island woman was concerned that not being able to smoke
might increase her tension about
airplanes. "I’m not crazy about
flying, and this won’t help," said
Jackie Farley. who said she
smoked a pack and a half a day.
"l’in going to try to sleep a lot."
But her non-smoking husband
John was happy about the new
rule. "I think it’s great. Now I can
sit anywhere I want to rather than
in the rear of the plane, when I’m
with my wife." The couple was
waiting for a United flight to New
York City.
Nonsmokers, and even a few
smokers, praised the ban. "I’m
thrilled," said Linda Killion, an
accessories designer who was returning to New York on the same
flight after a business trip.
"Even if you’re in the nonsmoking section, the air that’s circulating has that smoke smell. You
can’t get away from it," she said.
"Personally. I’m a cigarette
smoker, but I think it’s going to be
good, said Mary Burns who was
returning to her Cape Cod, Mass.,
home from a Hawaiian vacation.
"It’s much better for the airlines
and for everybody on board."
"I think it’s great," interrupted
her 10-year-old daughter, Erin.
hate cigarette smoke."

man, D-Calif.. chairman of the
House Ebag!, and Commerce
health subc. munittee.
But some say smoking is a safe
issue, since Sullivan isn’t attacking
tobacco subsidies or proposing a
ban on advertising. And they say
Sullivan, who for nearly a year has
run the federal department with the
largest budget, has yet to show
such bold leadership on the larger
issues confronting the administration, including the nation’s soaring
health-care bill.
Sullivan first stepped out on the
smoking issue Jan. 18 when he
criticized R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co.’s plan to target blacks with a
RAW -449PARifi 4)riod called Uptown. The next day the company
canceled plans for the new product, but Sullivan promised to continue his attack on the tobacco industry.
Last week, Sullivan called on
athletes and athletic associations to

WASHINGTON (AP) - Louis
Sullivan. after a shaky start as the
nation’s top health official, has
seized the anti-smoking campaign
as his own, winning kudos from
Congress and grabbing headlines
with talk of "blood money" and
"trading death for corporate profits,"
Following the well-worn path of
previous federal health officials,
Sullivan, the secretary of Health
and *Mari servIrerlias cranked
up the rhetoric against tobacco
companies to new heights.
"He certainly has found an area
where he has been willing to be
outspoken and has taken the leadership," said Rep. Henry Wax-

reject
tobacco
compait
sponsorships: "This blood mone
should not be used to foster a misleading impression that smoking is
compatible with good health."
Appearing before the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee a few days earlier, he said.
"It is morally wrong to promote a
product which, when used as intended, causes death - trading
death for corporate profits."
Before he seized the anti-smoking issue. Sullivan had been on the
defensive for most of his first year
on the job. First he angered rightto-life groups with comments implying that he supported abortion
rights. He quickly retreated and
said he supported President Bush’s
anti-abortion stand.
Later he raised another storm
when he endorsed local community efforts to experiment with nee
dle-exchange programs to help
stem the spread of AIDS.
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Super specials for everyone
Share the book with lamely, co.
workers & friends 19 receive up to
SO% of/ on your own order! Thank
you Also, good pert -time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your .pertIse. knowledge in your
study. field of interest, or hobby
$795 tells you where to go 8 what
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you fr. of charge
Please send check to HART, Box
ii0266. Campbell. Ca. 95008.
PERSONAL LOANS 0

to $25001!!!
ISublect to credit approval). Coll
WASHINGTON
SOUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union at (408) 947.
7273

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now! Save your teeth, ayes
and money. too Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For brochure see A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371.
6811 in San Jose

instructor 15-20 hrs wk Apply by

English Album. positions No
E., PERSONA, (406)453-0505

March 2.924.5950
A FREE GIFT just for calling Plus
raise .to 01.700 in only 10 days
Student groups, frets and sororities needed for marketing protect
on campus For details plus your
FREE GIFT. Group eMcers call 1
800-765-8472, ext. 50,
ATTENTION

Earn

money

reading

OR MASTERCARD,’ Even if
bankrupt or bed credit. We guar
wt. you card or double your

tenlial

Detslis

(1)602-836-8885,

eel BK4250
ATTENTION EASY WORK, excellent
pay! Assemble products at home
Details (I) 6024364865. art W

CARE
staff
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at !Gest residential facilities for young adults & ode*.
rents with autism & relined disabilttles FT 6 PT po.itIons avail
Starting 16-$6 25 fir Call (4081
448-3953
HIRING
for
NOW
spring. Christmas and next summer breaks Many positions Call

CRUISESHIPS

DOWNTOWN DELI needs part time &
Friday
full lime help Monday
Near comp., 996-CAFE

SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. 4wheeler.
TV’s, stereos, furniture. compute..? by DEA. FBI. IRS end U S Cu.
tom. Available your area now
Cell 1.805-682-7555, .et C1255

COMPUTERS

E1746

FOR SALE
ROUSE FOR SALE 1 sr. 1 be , fenced
yd, spa, patio, palm walnut plum
trees 0150K Cell Julia at 707-99.6733 Close to campus
MATTRESS

SETS"

BEDS"

envelope to Extra Income. Unlirn.
Med, P0 Bow 64899. Chicago II
606644899
GROW ASSOC is looking for sell rno
riveted people who are open to
new Ideas and welcome chal
lenge. Cell 534.1936

INFERNO ABS
SRI, 300 1200 2400 baud Menlo
loch 8 IBM libraries, 25 phone
lines. multi-user Chat (406) 3953721. 4081 395-5376. 1406) 924
9035, (415) 964-6063. (415) 856-

Twin set $79, full eel $69. queen
*et 1139, king set $179 For both
Pieces’ Bunkbeds $99. Day beds

$im 5 pc bedroom set 5199
De.. $74, dressers 179. chests
$46. bed -frame., delivery,’ (415)
745-0900
REPOSSED VA & HUD HOMES even able from government from $1
without credit check You repair
Also tat delinquent forecloeur.
Call
.805.682-7555. Eel H-1513
for repo list

HELP WANTED
AEROBICS SUPERVISOR needed to
coordinate on -campus Sport Ae-

SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers and messengers All shifts. FT PT, we will
train

Apply in person 24 hrs. 7

days a week ACUFACTS. Inc..
260 Meridian Are., San JO.
COUNSELORSJOBS’?
Boys Camp, W Masswhwells
Girls Camp Maine Top Salary,
room, board, laundry, travel al.
lowance Must love kids and have
skill in one of the following activArchery, Arts 8 Crafts.
ities
Baseball, Basketball, Bicycling.
Dance,
Chaerleeding,
Drums. Fencing. Golf,

Drama.
Gutter.

Gymnastics. Hockey, Hor.back,
Krate. LaCrosse, Nature, Nurses.
Photography. Plow, Radio. Rocketry. Ropes, Sailboarding. Sailing,
Scuba. Soccer. Tennis, Track,
WSI. Waters.. Weights, Wood
call or write CAMP WINADU, 5 Glen Law. Mamaroneck,
381-5963
(914)
N. Y
10543
WOMEN, call or write CAMP
VEGA, P0 Bo. 1771. Owbury.

my care
GWEN CHELGREN,
RE, 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
AC,

Campbell
’ HAIR
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"
BRUCE.

I’m

so

Christmas

glad

Eve.
low gift MARK
CATHOLIC

we

met

on

I consider our

NEWMAN

call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 296-0204
EXAM

FILES

from

Professors

throughout USA Exam problems
wIlh professors own detailed solutions
Available for 8 lentil wowing course., EIT. Calculus,
DE, LA, Gen 8. 0-Chem, Physics.
etc 24 different books available at
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) &
Roberts Bookstore
HAS ROMANCE GONE horn your life?
Now you can find love, romance,
or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 9764002 to
hoar six exciting messages from
quality people, or you can record
your own message And with our
voice mall ...kir you don 1 have
to leave your phone number on an

excellent communication skills
for
appearance
professional

FOR RENT large 2 bOnn 2 both remodNed, clean and quiet Secu
rhy building. off street perking

message

Iwndry

fecilltiee. security encarport, cable hook-up,
(nr

280) 1725.
9825 rno Call 268-0157. John or
Martha or please I.ve complete

1 BOOM APT In old house 2 Wks to
campus. offal prkg. weird layout
$525 ma for 1, 1575 ?or 2 297
7980. .es & wknds 9934186 no
pets

LOST & FOUND

opening. FOE
INTRAMURAL SPORTS DIRECTOR
needed to work with stall to cooldinate on-campu sports pro.
gram. Effp in I M .ports. league
supervisor. or sports official peel
20-25 hrs wk MIOI110011. OVO
some *kends Apply by Feb 28
924.5950
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Restaurant, 617 N 6th
St. JAPANTOWN Call 996.9711
bud ask for JOANNE

Maguire & Mehallo
A AtI4.ka6k$14 PaAtece Nil. RAVER

FeaPirit NSA ftAtrif

6crds,

IPI SQUIVIAt Witrif Aro, 640,EV
CAWS, POOP

LOTS
OF
6UN5

A ppApint NEL RAVER VUERRER STAVD.UP
L.COMEINANICRP 40/0 RIVOCti CAM/A*5
uoiCoolsclood Vim BAD ANIS NE CAN
..
REALLY 0444. ovr Tye Ws/m.1,1r

PUNSTER

KOSHER ,.,1
,-

Funhouse
(THE (Lo cHmEs! TAT
44S 11.1,KCE

OVER,

lAMS

Litv

153-15!

,arkik
/

Pot Pima -soda ors,Icep

A FOAMPAR
4010 CIAIT 7buCol 77ir oc’ P/651eIN
evr CAPTIAVI CR/01140LS WrPi THE

A

Aaron Malchow
GO5H.WELL, MY IRITOMOTABLE
WILL GET 95 TO 1W. CAMPUS
CAFETERIA FAST ,.1-1ECK,11.5
ACCELERATION 15 0 10 1 IN A
MINUTE’ 010 DRIVING IS A..)
WAY Of LIFE *
FOK MY
NO IRE -

0 TO 1 IN A MINUTE)
15 A REA L 5LOW
1
el, SORRY

MOAK

81.11. AW.11 1 WAS
THE BEST I (018.9

DOMERE

WE GO!

"It

Classified
only $2

976-2002 16

loll, If

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS,’ T W A of-

*fly

fere SJSU students 10% oft any
published fare, Purchase your
student discount cord now. Also

Campus Christian Cent., 10th 6
San Canoe For more information
*bout activities. call Rev Norb

AAAAHA. LOWER RATES & HIGHER

resumes

T-SHIRTS
Earn money for your fraternity,

(415)9624601

’Scanning
’Graphic
gem..
Arts We proof all our work and

SERVICES

laser print lb Call 923-3956

consultslion,

elite materials, and editing *entices Final drought preperetion

CLINIC

heir removed forever by special.
151 Confidential Your very own

STEREO

cessing-WetdPerINt SI. poet.cript laser printer Close to campus
P U. del
avail
Student
discounts
EDP Services 270-

AUTO STEREO I
Kenwood. Sony.
Yamaha, Pioneer. Infinity. Rock.
power
ford,
Fosgale,
linear
more I give major discounts to SJSU students only No
BS StudentlO reed lam autho

/1014 EVELYN

bone

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME,

deed defiler

/damn too Cash
Call me at hone ennime
MARC (415)790-9292 Iv tnsg
only

TRAVEL

for charts, OISFOIM slides. overheads and color too’ Plus fast

Is waiting to meet you’ 1408114151

0111119.8=

Wordpr.essIng to its fullest caspell
wily
Laser
printing,
checking, grammar check, editing. powerful graphics program

Night Saturdays Rush
Located In the

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING

Santa Clara San Jose Area

of Wm papers res.rch projects
& resumes
w grimmer

SERVICING

Will gladly awisi
punctuation
and

fennel.)

Equipment used

English

major

WORD

PRO-

Thews etc Law printer
grammar spell punc check

Word

Perfect 8 HPLaset Jett! Considerable business experience and tor.
rner

YOUR

CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kate at Twhnicsily Typing
(408) 261.0750
Term weer.

sentence structure (knowledge
bN on Tumbler?. APA & Campbell

Free
Rea

soneble rates, quick turnaround
TYPING

WILLOW

WORD PROCESSING

TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

GLEN area
COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATF
&
Winchester
liamifton

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

war

(406)972.1563

Call

SHIRLEY at 379-3519 52 per page

TYPING WORD PROCESSING
Nal
N curate reasonable All types co

minimum S pages

papers Spell checking and proof

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you sr. A
neatly typed paper gets higher

reading Same day service Betty
2474068. Sent. Clara

grade Error-tree papers impr.
profs For this quality. cell WRITE’

WORD

PROCESSING letter

quality

printing copies etc
CECILIA
1406)223-6102
Word
processing
114 hr $2 50

’TYPE - (406)972.9410
SERVICES WP-Peges
need polishing? Gel help from a

EDITORIAL

I= INN INN I= =11=11E1111MM

ISM

Propene!.

FaslExpertDependable

daysLaser

Trust pro Report.. theses. resumes, letters. mailing.. etc
Spell grammar check Wordpro

1408) 964.51337
Rewmes
Paws
Personal Bus

Trrn

Th..
Reports

264-4504

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’

Ave . Ss. Jose

LISA’S TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Transcription services available
Almaden Brenahm area Phone

printer Call ANNA" 972-4992

probe 247.7486, 335 5 Beywood

free details Call today, Someone

Available
by appt

Call 140819844203 today’

Ncts. etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quick return

papers theses. letters. Cc Grad
19 um:kb-grad
... weekends

Unwanted

Nudent rates Theses reports
term petters Inge! document.

CALL LINDA TODAY for wporkenced,
professional word processing
Theses, term papers group pro-

AAAH! Too many reports end not
enough time? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING" Resumes term

(415)841-5036
ELECTROLYSIS

thesis,

message)
FAST WORD PROCESSING! 125 wprn
Quality guaranteed Competitive

fing disk storage 251-0449

your word processing needs! We
have .perience in Wordperfect
Pa
.Ventura DTP WORDSTAR

Call BRAINSTORM

Tutoring,

owrheads
filers?

STUDENTS 6 PROFESSORS
call Picture Per/NI Desktop Pub.
lishing and Design now for all

sorority, club or business by .11 Inc sllescreened TShirta with
your design or logo

RESEARCH SERVICES

We’re Nal, dependable, grammar *wee. both college grads SpecNIty In Science and all English
subjects for theses. papers, re
ports, resume.. etc Free proo-

TYPING

Firnhaber at 294-0204

EDITORIAL,

TYPING AT REASONA
BLE RATES - Need our help?
Quality and accurocy guaranteed

Getaway
credit card for you and your par.
ants Call ANDY al 243.2630

satisfaction, Are you a penNtion
at when II comes to your reports.

all formats) end Desktop Pub.
tithing (resumes
newsletters
fliers etc I Call PATRICIA in WIL
LOW GLEN 1408) 266-5686 (Neve

ACADEMIC

ask about the T WA

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning al ISIS AM at

Professional Tech Editor with
English Degree Word Processing

turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 046-3862.

page whichever is Nes,
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Print Your Ad Here
(COuil) approximately 30 letters and spaces

Ad Rates

For

each line)

Minimum three lines on one day

I

/

1

11111111)111111,111)1A

MINOLTA CAMERA lost, Nenthrentel
yak.)
in
Spartan
Pub
on
Feb 14th
no

REWARD. giforanteed
...lions caked Call 945-

1251

Two
Three
Days
Days
Day
I
$580
I 3 Lines $430 $530
4 Lines $530 $630
$680
$7 30
$7 70
I 5 Lines $6 30
$870
6 Lines $720 $825
Line
Add
$1
00
Additional
IFach
I

1

I

One

Four
Days
$605
$7 05
$A 05
$895

Five
Days
$635
57 30
$8 25
$925

EExatcrha
Day
SI 10
$1 30
$1 45
$160

11111111111111111111111.1111_111

1

PERSONALS

I

BARE IT ALL, Slop shaving waxing
Westing or wino chemical dwell tort. Lel me permanently re-

I
I

I
111111111111111111111111111111A
I

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines
1$555P100us Lines
4
$99 00

Phone

1

Zip

I

Print Name
Address

State

Enclosed is $ _

Lines

For

Days 1

Circles Classification
Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

Travel

F or Sale

Los) & Found

Typing

Personal

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDE R

Classified Del*

%MB IMMIMBEMMIIIMIIIINIMM

Located inside WLN 107

I

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San dose,

move your unwanted heir (chln
etc I 15% discount to students &

I

11111111111111111111_11111_1.1LIA

Phone 924-3277
I
ICity &

I
.

,

I

1

California 95192-0149

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

bikInlEummernoustacheback.
NET.

ctOq RESOACN SPOLO WM’
,C(.4 NE
wog Lea
OF Ca’ SAWS kieZt, M9ft
77,11-y or dl// 7W sAeki-cgli
C14460c7S45, 77//N
P1075 Atto

We

carev(vAts mini ovcovor AND STINg49nt
WS gosifr, witrri

Scootamtss

I

HOUSING

trance.
780 S 1 1th St

rooms & maeia
Call MAGDA at 993.1234 .1 274
or information on these 8 other

moved too slowly in issuing regUnited States,
The company, which also ulatory letters to Shiley and
manufactures heart-lung ma- failed to heed warnings and re chines and other medical de- ports of product failures from an
vices. employs about 1,1(X) pen- FDA district office.
FDA spokesman Don Mc ple at its Orange County plant.
Shiley has reported to the FDA Learn said Sunday that "the
a total of 295 fractures of the 60- FDA does act quickly when the
degree valve, with 178 deaths re- evidence is clear."

A ONEsE-Asfo

open line Call (4061 966-2523 for

Clearbrook of California
Inca
looking for marketing rep. Call

wok well under pressure Con
clerge knowledge of San Jose
area required
Cocktail Server
red Day Acne
Include comp

ring, allowing an uncontrollable
blood flow through the heart.
The report says the FDA

planted in patients overseas. That
device was never marketed in the

Ma . 02332 (617)9344536

Front Office C1011.
Previous computer & cash bend.
lingexperience a plus Able to

xper.nced
Benefits

the subcommittee.
The valve consists of a disc inside a metal ring covered by a
teflon sewing ring that is sutured
to the heart to hold the valse in
place. The disc, pivoting on two
thin metal struts, opens to either
a 60-degree or 70-degree angle to
allow blood to flow through, and
then closes.
The fractures have occurred in
the struts. When a fracture occurs the disc escapes from the

muNsTER , 700,05c.f.p66W osmoss Geww.mc s

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 3068 00 PM. Campus Christian
Center, 10th II San Carlos For
more into about other activities

which the

5PIKE Aso PREO/Ata ooaoceors.

(408)946-1995, Mr eleggern

HYATT SAN JOSE
enthusiastic.
bright.
service oriented individuals with

PERSONA is pan of an INT L

foculty. Call before May31,1990. &
the tat appointment is 1 2 price
’Unwanted hair dissappear ooh

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM -- 120-060
per hour part time A dream come

Seeking

shift.
NEW’

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for info

MEN.

EARN 810004 WEEKLY,. Malt. 5500
for every 100 wyelopes stuffed
Send self-addressed. stomped

AUTOMOTIVE

NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and part lime positions.
All shift* available

SUMMER

4250

money back Call 1405-662.7555
eel M-1103

SECURITY OFFICERS

books’ 532.000 peer income po.

1-805-682-7555. eel S.1062

VISA

people interested In Sales, Act!,
Engr Admin Support 8 Bilingual

upon

FDA has characteristically relied," the report said.
The so-called 60-degree ShiIcy valve has been implanted in
85,0(1) people, including about
40010 in the United States. The
FDA approved the valve for U.S.
marketing in April 1979. but
after reports of malfunctions and
product withdrawals. Shiley removed it from the market in No%ember 1986.
About 4,000 of* Shiley’s 70degree valves have been im-

GUNTHER

March 2nd. call 996-3215

WORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay Area, we’re looking for

program

honor system

suiting, and 94 ti a WIC, and 70
deaths involving the 70 -degree
valve, according to the report by

Seven Second Delay

Top 10 lies & top 10 reasons In
front of the Student Union until

Teaching and
aerobics experience req Prefer
Recreation, Leisure Studies. or
HUP mesh or certified aerobics

robics

tools about the ethics of Lntimna
tions which have exploited the

A
ASH1NGTON (AP)
House subcommittee says the
Food and Drug Administration
failed to remove a mechanical
heart valve from the market after
reports of malfunctions that
killed patients.
A draft report by the panel also
said the maker of the device, Irvine -based Shiley Inc.. exploited
the FDA’s honor system by failing to notify the agency of product changes and reports of malfunctions.
The report. released Sunday.
was to be the basis of a hearing
today by the House Energy and
Commerce investigations subcommittee.
"This case study raises serious
questions about the FDA’s willingness and ability to fulfill its
regulatory mandate to protect
public health when faced with
companies that profit from the
manufacture and sale of medical
devices, the report said.
"It also raises serious ques-

LATE NIGHT with SJSU
Shirts are back’ti

Classified

7

0

House subcommittee accuses FDA
of marketing defective heart valve

Anti -smoking campaign starts
Health official
takes aim at
tobacco company
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Vb hen he and I
social sciences
used to go to conferences, he used
to win all the awards." Walsh
said.
"He was smarter than the rest of
us, more eloquent than the rest of
us and when everything was right.
he was great."
Moore said that Bisceglia lived
in Los Gatos with his wife of 34
years. Nelwyn Bisceglia. The Bisceglia couple had no children.
English history was Bisceglia’s
area of expertise. according to
Moore. Bisceglia also had developed a strong interest in the history
of Irish -Americans which he had
pursued in his research.
Moore described Bisceglia as a
very hard-working professor and
an "energetic researcher."
"Ile was pretty much tied up in
his teaching and his research."
Moore said." He was a very good
teacher, a genial. convivial, collegial colleague and the loss will be
felt deeply by the history dept.ment "

Louis Bisceglis
ht von prolesmur
The classes Bisceglia was teaching will be taught for the remainder
of the semester by temporary faculty. Moore said.
A Catholic rosary was held for
Bisceglia at Darling and Fischer
Mortuary in Los Gatos at 7 p.m.
on Monday. A Catholic prayer
service will be held at Darling and
Fischer today at 10 a.m, and a private commital will also be held
there later in the day.

Nickels: Incentive offered

Michael Caulfield Daily Staff Photographer
Midfielder John Harkes of the U.S. National Team trips up a Soviet
player in an attempt to keep the ball out of U.S. territory. The 1’. S.

lost I,, t he Soviet team 3-1. The U.S. National Team will take on the
March IN
Sail I. r:incisco Itlackhaciks at Spartan Start

Video: Fitness guru lands contract
From page I
the country holding workshops. In
the next few months he’ll he traveling to Nebraska. Oklahoma.
Florida, Massachusetts and New
York. He also has two hooks in the
works.
During a recent interview at the
faculty dining room. Kravitz was
dressed in his usual daytime apparel
sweats and tennis shoes.
His cc hite sweatshirt was stenciled
w lilt small boxes across the top
ith cartoon-type pictures of exercising people.
Carrying a tray. Kravitz selected
what he said is his usual breakfast:
nuiffin, a small howl of oatmeal
and a glass of orange juice.
He’s friendly and relaxed. He
looks healthy and fit and is energetic. His brown eyes constantly
pop to life, giving the appearance
of over-enthusiastic attention
like a child who’s eyes are glued
to the window of a candy store.
Kravitz, armed with little more
than his enthusiasm, sold more
than 10.(8K) videos through his
own means. Ili. initial $21.000 investment was recovered, and the
profits were put into his new

"Three in One Video."
"A good video costs $50,tXru to
$100,(XX)" to produce, he said. It
takes about one year from conception to completion.
Because Kravitz is not a celebrity. it was more difficult to get
picked up by a distributor. "It’s
pretty hard to break in," he said.
"There are very few people that
they (Parade) sign."
The video picked up by Parade
received "excellent" ratings from
magazines such as Family Circle
and USA Today. The most recent
review in January’s "Shape" magazine was the clincher for Parade
video, Kravitz said. He had sent
clips of all the reviews of his video
to 20 other distributors aside from
Parade, he said.
He thought Parade wouldn’t he
interested, because he had already
sent review clips, with no response.
A few other companies also approached him. But, after sending
the final review to Parade, Kravitz
signed "a very equitable, hut reasonable" contract. "They’re the
best in the business." he said.
"They have the channels

However.
Parade
officials
wanted to fine tune the black -andwhite packaging with a new look.
They "buy your product and put a
whole new sleeve (box) on it." he
said.
The "street date" or distribution
of the video with the new light blue
cover and different picture of Kravitz is scheduled for March. he
said. The release should go front
the East C’oast to the West, because Parade is back East, he said.

Front page I
Winn said that "SAFER has
that they were encouraged with the wonderful goals and I believe I(X)
steps it has taken so far.
percent in what it stands for."
Winn said she is no longer a
Ubhaus said she was also a
member of SAFER, hut she was member of SAFER last semester
last semester. She left the group hut left because the group had "orbecause of her heavy class load, ganizational problems." She said
she said. She had attended a she would like SAFER to join with
SAFER meeting before giving out Associated Students, and has spothe nickels, said Claire Butler, ken to A.S. President Scott San
chairwoman of field trips and tine tandrea. Santandrea could not hc.
of the co-founders of SAFER.
reached for comment Monday.

6611)/ticrt
Discover
Go Plaa
castlesice’

osure of MSG
Ai SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
guments on both sides of the monosodium glutamate issue spiced
up a hearing on a proposal to make
restaurants disclose their use of the
popular salt.
Leading the charge against MSG
was San Francisco Supervisor
Wendy Nelder, whose proposal
has angered restaurateurs. At the
packed hearing Thursday, Nelder
accused her critics of not caring
whether restaurant customers live
or die.

Parade officials did not return
telephone calls for an interview.
Even though there’s the possihlity of success with his new video
venture. Kravitz said he will remain at SJSU because he likes teaching his classes. "In the classes
here I can experiment." he said.
"College kids are much more willing to try things."

Alum)
Angela
Supervisor
"It is really no skin off anyone’s
nose to make restaurateurs let peo- chimed in. "Don’t give her any
ple know what they are eating." ideas."
said Nelder.
Among those who testified on
But restaurateurs disagreed.
"I’ve had more people with behalf of Nelder’s proposal was
problems with mayonnaise," said Jack Samuels. an investment
Colleen Mcharry of Miz Brown’s banker from Chicago who told the
Restaurant. "I have people who committee. "If I don’t stay away
come in and say they are allergic to from this stuff. I’m going to die."
Samuel said he came to testify
mayonnaise. but I don’t post that
mayonnaise is dangerous to because "San Francisco is a very
important, trend-setting city."
them."

’RESENTS AN EXHIBITION OF

"He’s energetic and he cares
about his students," said SJSU senior Robert Shawler. Shawler has
a 7:30 a.m, aerobics class with
Kravitz this semester, the third
class he has taken from the instructor.
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Downtown: Not attractive to students
I mot page
tax revenues on housing for the
poor and funded shelters and low
income housing in 1989.
According to Harshbarger. the
Redevelopment Agency created
Highway 87 and other major avenues to make the university more
accessible to students. The impros ement or the East Santa Clara
business district created a small
business to service SJSU students.
Harshbarger said in a letter Monday
Guitierrez said redevelopment
might attract students from other
places to come to SJSU, because
the city looks nice, hut changes
must he made to accomoclate students and not just businesses.
It is colorful and appealing for
people to come and visit. but
changes are needed in other areas.
she said.
The Camera theaters have provided an entertainment center as a
result of’ funding support front the
RDA. according to Harshharger.

According to the report, 10
years ago the Downtown business
activities provided $7,000 anually
in taxes. Completing the Convenlion Center and starting the Arena
were some of the achievements for
the Agency in 1989.
-fife whole development has
made us a little bit prouder of the
area." Pedrazzi said. She sees San
Jose has the cultural pool of Northern California, hut does not see
other benefits.
New office towers, parks, museums and boulevard entrances
have been some of the accomplishments the agency made during the
year. according to Frank Taylor.
executive director of the Agency.
"The visible elements of redevelopment are falling into place."
Guitierrez doesn’t see the need for
another sports complex. "The
Spartan Stadium is good enough
for the activities we have." said
Guitierrez.
Th, report stated that changes

Nc\147-c)3

made in the downtown area have
created over 70,000 jobs in the industrial areas.
The agency was funded in 1956
and has been in continous activity
since 1979. The Agency combines
public entreprenuership with privale invcstement.
The Agency finances public projects, and supports private development to revitilize economically
declined areas in San Jose, primarily with the issuance of bonds,
according to the report.
The largest of these public projects have been the 1.2 million
square-foot Convention Center.
According to the report it constilutes enhancing sales, hotel and
other tax revenues.
Concern for education is what
the city needs. said Gutierrez. not
just buildings and concrete.
According to the report the
agency will continue to make elforts to make new facilities.
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Three states trying to lure NASA rocket plant workers

House.

plant going up at the site of a
The
IUKA. Miss. (AP)
NASA rocket plant at Yellow partly -built nuclear power station
Creek may be two years from com- near luka in Tishomingo County.
Eloping to land the workers are
pletion hut the space race is on in
five counties in Mississippi. Ala- luka in Tishomingo Couhty; Cobama and Tennessee for a share of rinth in Alcorn County; the Quad
the families that will be moving Cities. Ala.. area of Muscle
Shoals, Florence. Sheffield and
into the area.
"This is a big deal, said Eu- Tuscumbia in Lauderdale and Colgene Seaton, executive director of bert counties: and Hardin County
the Florence. Ala.. Chamber of Tenn., and its largest city. SavanCommerce. "It’s a once in a life- nah.
"I think everyone will get their
time feeling."
The 250 workers arriving in fair share." Seaton said. "We’ll
June. many from California, will get some. Corinth will get some
oversee construction of the rocket and Savannah will get some."

TUesday through
Thursday
Feb. 27 through Mar. 1
10 am -6 pm

Alabama. Mississippi and Tennessee officials have visited Sacramento. Calif., to promote their
areas to the first wave of NASA contracted workers from Lockheed
Aerojet.
The rocket plant will create
more than 1,900 construction jobs
and up to 1.500 permanent jobs by
the time it is operational. Annual
payroll is expected to be $45 million.
Mississippi official are trying to
sell the state’s rural, quiet lifestyles.

Rolling Stone: The I ’holographs
FROM THE BOOK PUBLISHED BY SIMON AND SCHUSTER
Available at Bookstores Everywhere
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American Youth Hostels

World Adventure Trips
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International trips are ’fixed price’ -- not subject to currency fluctuations.
New trips for 1990:

p&

- "Blue Grey Adventure" - 9-day interpretive cycling trip in Civil War country
- "Maritime Meander" - 9 -day interpretive cycling trip exploring Chesapeake Bay country
- "Breezin. the Keys’ - 10-day sailing trip, Miami to Key West aboard 40-foot sailboat

at’

Trips for all ages: teenagers, families, adults and persons 50 years plus.

CAPE CD

Trips are geared to all skill and stamina levels: beginner, intermediate, and experienced.
World Adventure trips are budget priced and include lodging, group-prepared meals, transportation from the starting
point of the trip to the ending point, a group activities budget, as well as administrative and leadership costs. International trip prices include roundtrip airfare on discount airlines (except on some Canadian trips).
39 different itineraries in 19 countries, including the U.S.
Trip groups are small, usually 9 participants plus an AYH -trained trip leader who will ensure that you have a safe and
enjoyable, fun -filled trip.

4
4

Trips have flexible itineraries and agendas.

4
4
4
4

Trips depart primarily in the summer. However, several fall, winter and spring trips arc scheduled to a variety of locales.
Groups can take World Adventure trips or arrange their own ’adventure trip" with the AYH group travel planner.

Overnight accommodations are usually in hostels and may include camping or other low-cost lodgings such as inns, pensions, etc.

The 32 -page, full -color 1990 World Adventure Trip Catalogue is available, free, by writing:

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE :
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CENTRAL CALIFORNIA COUNCIL
AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS
P.O. BOX 3645, MERCED, CA.
95344 or CALL (209) 383-0686
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Follow your..
with AYH
What is AYH ?
American Youth Hostels encourages
low cost travel by people of all ages
through a worldwide system of
hostels. This system includes over
5,000 hostels in 62 nations with 275
across the United States.
Youth hostels have been a way of
life to world travelers for decades. To
many thousands of American bicyclists, hikers, canoeists, and other
tourists, inexpensive hostels have
meant a unique opportunity to meet
the people of their own and other
countries and to experience the farthing places of this world. Indeed,
hosteling has often been the seed for
self-discovery and international understanding. Furthermore, it has done
more to strengthen the self-reliance of
mind and body than any classroom
could possibly do.

r
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CALIFORNIA HOSTELS
What is a Hostel Like?
It’s your home away from home where
you’ll find unique and welcoming accommodations.
A hostel is an inexpensive, dormitory-style lodging where AYH members can get to know each other, share
their day’s experiences, and get a good
night’s sleep. There are separate bedroom and bathroom facilities for men
and women. Most hostels have fully
equipped kitchens where you or your
group may prepare your own meals.
A few hostels have cafeterias. All have
common rooms for socializing.
Simplicity is the rule at hostels. Because there is no maid service, over-

WORLD lag()
ADVENTURE
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No one know,

night guests pitch in on domestic duties. Beds come with mattresses, pillows, and blankets. Each traveler
brings a sheet sleeping sack (or rents
one) to use in place of sheets. Other
furnishings are simple.
One of the delightful aspects of hosteling is that no two hostels look alike.
In the U.S., a hostel may be a lighthouse on the California coast, a mansion in Philadelphia, a dude ranch in
the Rockies, or a converted lifeguard
station on Cape Cod. Abroad, it may
be a castle in Germany or a sailing
ship in Sweden.
In every case, a hostel’s smooth operation is ensured by its resident managers and the cooperative spirit of their
guests. As you’ll see, there’s little
wonder why hostels have been called
the friendliest places on earth!
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Since 1934, American Youth Hostels
has provided quality travel and educational experiences to generations of
Americans. Today, there are over 100,000
AYH,
active AYH members and 31 local AYH
councils.
ill Central California Council of American Youth Hostels ill
P.O. Box 28148, San Jose, CA 95159 (408) 298-0670, or P.O. Box 3645, Merced, CA 95344 (200) 383-0086
_a You’ll need to bring your membership card with you to stay at hostels, because most hostels are members-only facilities. 11)

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Ei ADULT $25

Name

YOUTH $10 (17 8 Under)
SENIOR CITIZEN $15 (558, Over)

Address

nFAMILY

City
Zip

(18-54 years)

State
Birthdate
ti,

Ihohrant

$35

(Parent(s) w/kids under 17)

1-7 ORGANIZATION
17 LIFE $250
.11

icc

For

non-profit

(’’.Tatil)erAwrite for application.)

0 Please send me
copics of your World
Adventure 1990 Trip Catalogue.

